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Housing: the same old story 
by GINNY MANNING 
On most college campuses, an 
apartment is a status symbol for 
the average student. To the 
uninitiated in Clemson (i.e. dorm 
residents), an apartment ap- 
pears to provide an ideal en- 
vironment. However, a com- 
bination of reactionary South 
Carolina laws (actually a lack of 
law) and tenant ignorance has 
made apartment living one of the 
biggest consumer rip-offs in the 
state. 
Bob E. is involved in a typical 
Clemson tenant squeeze. Because 
competition for apartments is so 
fierce in this area and realtor 
control so strong, the use of his 
name or that of the landlord could 
result in Bob sleeping on 
Bowman Field next semester. In 
any case, Bob rents from a 
landlord who owns several old 
houses near the campus, as well 
as trailer sites about four miles 
from Clemson. Bob and his 
roommate pay $90 a month for 
the bottom half of the house. The 
upstairs is divided into two 
separate apartments that let for 
$90 each. This is Bob's first 
semester living off-campus. Next 
time, he plans to be far more 
careful in selecting a place to 
live. 
"It looked okay when he 
showed it to me in August,'' Bob 
said. "It was old, but everything 
seemed to function. I figured that 
we could work on it a little and it 
would be an okay place to live." 
After some $50 worth of paint. 
plaster, and wood, things looked 
okay — for a while. About three 
weeks into the semester, Bob 
noticed a slight warping in the 
ceiling which gradually became a 
noticable bulge and finally a 
slowly draining waterfall from a 
leaking bathroom pipe in one of 
the upstairs apartment. After 
three calls to the landlord over a 
two-week period, Bob and his 
friends were considering an 
attempt to repair the leak 
themselves. 
A fourth call resulted in a 
reluctant promise to "send 
someone over." Three days (and 
an increasing amount of water) 
later, "someone" came and 
replaced the leaking pipe with a 
cheap pipe that didn't quite fit. 
Bob likes to say that "it doesn't 
leak too much any more," but he 
and his friends assume that they 
will have to replace the pipe 
themselves to put a definite end 
to moisture problem. His neigh- 
bors upstairs are busy battling 
their own leaks with a series of 
strategically placed pots. Two 
calls to the landlord (after two 
recent heavy rain storms) have 
resulted in promises but no ac- 
tion. 
Aside from the leak problem 
and the expected warfare with 
the infamous Clemson roach 
population. Bob lists only two 
other complaints - a window that 
cracked when he tried to open it 
(it has not been replaced) and a 
malfunctioning heater (un- 
fortunate   for   Bob.   since   it's 
getting colder). He wouldn't 
mind seeing the grass mowed but 
that doesn't really bother him 
much. 
An obvious question would be 
why doesn't Bob go back to the 
dorms? 
"It's too crowded and noisy 
there and it gets to be awfully 
expensive. Besides, those rules 
really rot, to put it mildly." 
People who live in trailers in 
the Clemson area can throw no 
stones, either. Aside from en- 
countering the same or similar 
problems as Bob, there is often 
an added factor - rats. Rats have 
a peculiar way of getting under 
the trailer and then squeezing 
through the holes surrounding the 
utility pipes leading into the 
trailer from underneath. As the 
temperature drops, the per- 
centage of rats coming inside the 
trailer increases proportionally. 
One woman, who rents an 
average size house trailer about 
three miles from campus (for $80 
monthly), said that after a month 
of continuous calling, the lan- 
dlord ( a professor at the 
University) finally sent an ex- 
terminator after she threatened 
to take the cost of the ex- 
terminator out of her rent. The 
next time she had a problem she 
was more fortunate - it only took 
one call and four days to repair 
her non-flushing toilet. 
One might think that living in a 
bona fide apartment house, built 
expressly for that purpose, would 
be a better deal. This is not true. 
The newer apartment houses, 
quickly constructed (especially 
in comparison with the average 
rate of construction in the 
Clemson area), of somewhat 
dubious quality material and 
techniques, have been known to 
suffer cave-ins of the walls and 
ceilings, especially in the 
bathrooms of certain "luxury" 
type dwellings. The management 
of these apartments was quicker 
to take action than most lan- 
dlords because of the need to 
maintain the luxury image as 
well as surprisingly loud 
demands from the irate tenants 
who were paying an equally 
"luxury" rent. 
Older apartment houses in 
Clemson, perhaps more 
physically stable than newer 
places, have their own particular 
problems, notably one of poor 
planning. One apartment 
building has a fine collection of 
defects. There is, for example, 
only one method of exit from the 
building, while the uniform 
building code calls for dual 
method of egress accessible to all 
tenants. The hallways are not 
properly lit and this lack of light 
results in a stairway that is 
doubly unsafe (the bannister 
being highly unstable). 
The tenants cannot control 
their own heat because the 
radiator controls (for steam 
heat) have rusted beyond 
movement and the radiators 
generally leak. The actual size of 
the rooms falls somewhat short of 
reasonable expectations. The 
largest room, a living room, 
measures 80 square feet, not 
much for two people. That's the 
largest room in the whole 
building. Most of the other rooms 
would barely qualify as large 
closets 
"What I like best about this 
place," said one tenant, "In that 
you have to go through the 
bathroom to get from the living 
room to the kitchen. Having a 
kitchen sink in the living room is 
pretty neat, too." 
Of course, there are countless 
more examples of students being 
gypped and trapped by 
irresponsible landlords protected 
by the law or lack of law. Most of 
these students couldn't move 
back into the dorms and wouldn't 
want to, if they could. The dorms 
are simply inadequate for a 
genuinely human life style. 
Students aren't the only tenants 
being exploited - the story behind 
black housing is so apalling as to 
be almost incredible and the lack 
of any state or federally funded 
housing program or authority is 
obvious. 
Even though a majority of 
people in Clemson do not own 
their own homes and must rent, 
there seems to be little interest in 
a very negative situation. 
Perhaps it is considered a virtue 
in South Carolina to accept the 
traditional status quo - "if it was 
good enough for my daddy, it's 
good enough for me." 
Next Week: Action in Pickens 




For too long I have let your 
editorial page ride without a 
comment, maybe because I am a 
graduate student and find myself 
constantly pressed for time. 
Today, October 13,1972,1 made 
some time because I feel like I've 
had enough of your one-sidedness 
— granted it is your privilege if 
it's on the editorial page. 
In response to your cartoon on 
the bottom right-hand corner of 
the editorial page and to Senator 
McGovern's constant con- 
demnation of our bombing 
policies I have enclosed my own 
cartoon which hopefully gives a 
better picture of the truth. 
I hope you'll print it, it might 
make some people realize that 
"there are always two sides to 
every ugly war" and the VC have 
killed more than their share of 
civilians in ambushes on public 
roads and indiscriminate rocket 
attacks on the South Vietnamese 
cities, all without warning. At 
least an airplane can be detected 
and enough warning given so that 
people can go to a shetler. 
Do you at least concede that I 
have a point? Answer yes or no. 
Thank you. 
Antonio M. Lopez Jr. 
Yes, you have a point, but you 
also fail to consider one very 
important one. The war must 
stop, as both sides agree, but it 
will not stop if both are in- 
transigent in their use of cruel 
tactics. That the Viet Cong are 
sometimes inhuman does not 
justify our being so. And the 
bombing of North Vietnam helps 
neither the U.S., the Vietnamese 
people, nor democracy in general 
— its sole aim is to prop up the 
corrupt, anti-democratic Thieu 
regime. — The editor 
Immaturity 
Sirs: 
I wish to call attention to the 
rudeness of a certain group of 
students on campus and ask them 
a question. I am referring to 
"Students of McGovern" who 
insist on ripping down every bit of 
campaign material endorsing 
President Nixon. There should be 
equal time for both Sen. 
McGovern (as shown in this 
paper's editorial page) and the 
President, since last time I 
checked there was a two-party 
system in this country. A lack of 
maturity is shown on the part of 
these students and more — Are 





As a Clemson student and an 
avid football fan, I am totally 
appalled and thoroughly 
disgusted with the recent 
behavior of our head 
cheerleader. Not only was his 
sarcasm when the band, walked of 
IT'S HOMECOMING 
GET IT TOGETHER!! 
THE "IT CREW 
WILL HELP YOU 
■x 
Because STUDENTS just 
like YOU work at the U- 
Shop and WE know what 
you want!! Whether it's 
an outfit for the game, 
the dance or a private 
party, we'll show YOU 
just the right thing! 
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Today is the Last Day 
TO  ENTER  OUR  HOMECOMING  CONTEST 
COME DOWN NOW!! 
ALL YA NEED DO IS REGISTER YOUR NAME 
DRAWING  TODAY 
HAPPY HOMECOMING 
NEW SHIPMENT OF BLUE JEANS JUST ARRIVED 
Hours 9-5:30 Daily 
208 College Ave. - 654-4484 
Student  Charge  Accounts  Welcomed 
at the pep rally ridiculous, but 
also, one of his comments at the 
Clemson-Duke game Saturday 
was inexcusable! I am referring 
to "Well, that'll teach us to run it 
back!" after Jeff Siepe returned 
a Duke punt and the Tigers were 
penalized fifteen yards for 
clipping. 
Perhaps Randy Jackson is 
unaware of the fact that it takes 
guts to play football (especially 
returning a punt when the entire 
opposing team is coming at you) 
and talent to be in the Tiger 
Band. All it takes to be head 
cheerleader is a big mouth! 
Ann Benjamin 
Class of '73 
TM ...again 
Sirs: 
The Tiger had an editorial on 
Transcendental Meditation a few 
weeks ago, and in response I 
would like to say a few things 
about my own personal ex- 
periences with TM. 
My roommate and I started 
meditating about this time last 
October. After a full year of daily 
meditating, it seems like a good 
time to look back and evaluate 
the results of TM and, if I can, 
share with others the feeling of 
what TM means to me. 
The best way I can put it, words 
always seem inadequate at this 
point, is that life is much more 
full and real. The kinds of 
relationships with others, myself, 
and the world that surrounds us 
has become much deeper and 
more joyful. Sure, I still have my 
troubles and hangups, but they 
seem to have taken the back seat 
to my interest in fully living life. 
My folks must have noticed 
some change when I went home 
for Christmas vacation, or 
maybe I just talked about it a lot. 
Whatever the reason, they 
started meditating last May 
along with my little brother (11 
yrs.) and sister (14 yrs.), which is 
pretty good considering that my 
old man is a retired Army officer. 
They liked it enough to talk my 
older sister into taking the course 
when she was home for a visit. 
The difficult thing about ex- 
plaining TM to another person is 
that each meditator relates to it 
in his own personal way, so 
you're likely to get as many 
different interpretations of TM as 
there are meditators. An im- 
portant fact, often overlooked, is 
that it takes regular meditation 
(twice a day) to get the full 
benefits of TM. Something that 
Bill Thorneloe failed to mention 
to do in his article "TM. . . So 
What." 
Judging from my own ex- 
periences, TM is much more than 
a relaxing thought game. It's a 
good way to improve your life. 
If you're interested and looking 
for some facts, read "Scientific 
American" (Feb. 71), or come to 
the next introductory lecture, or 
give me a call at 654-3027, and I'll 
be glad to rap about it. To sum it 
up, the subject of TM reminds me 
of a quote I read in one of 
Thoreau's works, "From the 
East light, from the West fruit." 




Since arriving at Clemson this 
fall, I have been dismayed by the 
lack of information generally 
available to students concerning 
rights as students and citizens. I 
found last Monday's presentation 
on student rights to be a most 
rewarding experience. 
I must admit that I was sur- 
prised by the sincerity and 
frankness of the three members 
of the panel — Dean Delony, 
General Rigsby, and Horace 
Fleming. They touched on such 
varied subjects as voter 
registration, the residence hall 
contract, discrimination by off- 
campus landlords, the visitation 
program, and rights a student 
retains or loses when he enrolls at 
Clemson. 
These people should be com- 
mended for their willingness to 






After reading Jim Lucas' ar- 
ticle, "Band Walkout Ex- 
plained," we were disgusted with 
the childish behavior displayed at 
the pep rally. Yet, the student's 
actions were minor in com- 
parison to the revolting actions of 
Mr. Randy Jackson who, as head 
cheerleader, was supposedly in 
charge of the pep rally. In a 
situation where people were 
being injured and property was 
being damaged, there was 
definitely a need for a display of 
authority, but Mr. Jackson 
responded in his usual sarcastic, 
flippant manner. 
At last week's game, we were 
further disgusted by his show of 
immaturity when he tried to be 
funny by mimicking an an- 
nouncement about IPTAY. 
Another display of his obsession 
with trivia was in mocking the 
other team's cheers, while his 
own trite ones were composed 
mainly of four letter words — kill, 
damn, and hell. Many of his 
comments were criticisms of the 
"high-schoolish" cheers of the 
other school. But, for Mr. 
Jackson's information, the 
majority of the people go to the 
games to compare the teams, not 
the cheerleaders. 
Perhaps it is a waste of time to 
discuss such an irrelevant topic 
as "cheering" any further. 
However, we are tired of having 
our football games ruined by 
being forced to listen to Jackson's 





More on war 
Sirs: 
I object to the cartoon shown on 
the lower right side of the 
editorial page of the Oct. 13, 1972 
Tiger. In case the people that 
pick those things don't realize, 
that cartoon says nothing about 
the officials that got us into the 
Vietnam mess; it only infers that 
the typical "grunt" type in Nam 
enjoys his situation. 
Showing the civilian "kills" 
stenciled on the side of the B-52 
indicated those men wanted to hit 
civilian targets. The lower level 
of the military has no say in what 
is attacked. He is given a choice: 
go get what is listed as a military 
target or disobey orders. If you 
are so opposed to supporting 
these killers of women and 
children then write the Internal 
Revenue Service and refuse to 
pay your taxes. At most you will 
receive 5 years in a civilian 
prison; disobeying military 
orders will get you a tidy twenty 
years in a military prison (Think 
about it). Since the Tiger staff is 
free on campus, I assume none of 
you are so principled as to make 
a choice different from theirs. 
If you start to enter a village 
and receive fire you call in ar- 
tillery or air. Maybe there are 
civilians in there, but someone is 
shooting at you. At the moment 
self-preservation seems a good 
idea. Sure, you could rush the 
place John Wayne style but this is 
no movie; people get killed. If 
you don't believe this pick any 
forty feet of open space and try 
to get across when someone on 
the other end is shooting at you. It 
only works in the movies, fella. 
Morality sounds great here but 
try being a draftee who just 
wants out of the stinking mess 
(alive). The possibility of a 
civilian being around means 
nothing when you know an enemy 
soldier is over there trying to kill 
you. Until the Tiger staff shows 
(Continued on page 12) 
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Student rights subject of ACLU discussions 
The American Civil Liberties 
Union, an obscure campus 
organization, attempted to in- 
crease its campus profile Mon- 
day night when it held an in- 
formative panel discussion on 
students' rights. The panel 
consisted of Gen. Allen W. 
Rigsby, Dean Susan G. Delony, 
and Dr. Horace Fleming, and 
was moderated by Sammy 
Williams. Each panelist gave a 
short introduction on their 
opinions about students. 
Gen. Rigsby's opening remarks 
criticized the ACLU for an 
"Uncoordinated, unthought-out, 
although hopefully not an 
uninspired program, with no 
planned program other than a 
general topicjpf students' rights 
Rigsby continued by commenting 
on topics appearing in the Oc- 
tober 13 TIGER. Indicating his 
disapproval of local decisions on 
students' rights to register to 
vote, Rigsby recommended, "If 
you are capriciously refused the 
right to be registered, sue the 
registrar. This is expensive since 
Clemson does not have any legal 
aid clinics .... The ACLU has 
aided in this." 
Rigsby indicated some 
dissatisfaction with the quality of 
ACLU lawyers he has been 
acquainted with in South 
Carolina. He implied that 
frequently lawyers representing 
the ACLU had inadequately 
presented cases for their clients. 
Rigsby cited professional 
dissatisfaction with the lawyers 
representing Viet Nam War 
Moratorium forces three years 
ago. "I was well prepared, had 
all my facts together, and had 
prepared an exhaustive brief. We 
won the case but I was 
dissatisfied as the students did 
not get a fair shake since their 
lawyers knew nothing about the 
case until they were in the 
court." 
Rigsby suggested that a well 
organized student body could 
enforce their rights by bringing 
economic pressures on people, 
businesses, and landlords. "The 
pocket book is very sensitive." 
Rigsby noted. 
In a more sensitive vein, 
Rigsby outlined the philosophy of 
the Administration and the Board 
of Trustees with respect to 
students' rights. "We recognize 
at times that there are rights to 
students as individuals which the 
University cannot grant you due 
to the need for smooth operation 
under the Trustees. These rights 
and decisions are usually 
negotiable. If students can 
convince the Board of the just- 
ness of an issue, they will un- 
derstand and grant the in- 
dividual 's rights. But sometimes 
we will arbitrarily say no." 
Dean Delony indicated that 
students' rights are affected 
when the student elects to attend 
Clemson. "I began planning for 
this talk by thinking about what 
rights students give up when they 
attend Clemson. I didn't come up 
with very much other than that 
students agree to accept the rules 
and regulations of the ad- 
ministration and the student 
government. Also freshmen 
agree to live in dorms and to buy 
meal tickets for the entire year. 
We have no control over off- 
campus students. They remain 
subject to civil authorities." 
Delony suggested that she had 
been invited to the panel for her 
knowledge of women's rights. 
"The only difference I can see 
between the treatment of men 
and women students is that 
women are provided security. 
Delony elaborated on the policies 
of locking the dorms of women 
students at nights, and of signing 
in and out the names of male 
guests during Open Visitation 
hours. "These are administrative 
guidelines for Open Dorms and 
seem a simple thing to me." 
The unpopular policy of 
University search and seizure is 
"clearly stated" according to 
Delony. She cited that she has 
invoked the policy only twice, in 
both instances in cases of theft. 
"Inspections are announced 24 
hours in advance, and are only to 
look for sanitation, breakage, 
etc. . . . Electrical equipment is 
not  wanted for safety  factors 
only." Delony indicated that the 
circuitry of the present dorms 
would be dangerous if cooking 
equipment were to be used 
among the 400 girls in a dor- 
mitory. 
Dr. Fleming, of the political 
science department, is the 
faculty advisor for the Clemson 
Chapter of the ACLU. He com- 
mented, "Students seem to be 
turned away from violent 
reaction and more prone to go to 
the courts to fight for their rights. 
Relief is now becoming available 
for those working within the 
system." 
Fleming traced the problem to 
students' rights as originating 
from the traditional view of 
universities as "surrogate 
parents." "Through the 50's, 60's, 
and 70's the courts have begun to 
recognize the student as an in- 
dividual. The earlier contract 
formula of a school forcing 
students to accept all regulations 
in all the books and pamphlets 
has been labeled by the courts as 
too broad. Yet a university may 
have to act arbitrarily for orderly 
operation. Hence students' rights 
are still in evolution." 
The panel handled questions, 
usually concerning recent con- 
troversies between the student 
body and the administration. The 
subject of "in loco parentis" 
quickly appeared during 
discussion of the requirement of 
freshmen to buy meal tickets. 
Rigsby catagorized the policy as 
a "vestage of paternalism" and 
said, "I'd be delighted to see it 
gone." 
Delony responded, "In loco 
parentis may be dead, but 
parents haven't been to the 
funeral." 
In reference to differential fees 
for non-South Carolina residents, 
Rigsby stated the defense for this 
policy is that such students do not 
pay for the entire costs of their 
education, costs paid by the 
state's tax payers. Rigsby in- 
dicated that some movement is 
underway to destroy the dif- 
ferential fee, but did not indicate 
any such action being pursued at 
Clemson. 
during his term of office. This is 
assuming the State Legislature 
would appoint a student to a four 
year term, or the seven life 
members would elect a student 
as a life member. 
Many students attending the 
discussion were concerned about 
rights to privacy, particularly the 
University's right to inspect 
rooms, and to conduct search and 
seizure. Rigsby stated, "I look 
upon dormitory rents as rent in a 
hotel. You have a right to oc- 
cupancy." He mentioned that the 
University still had to watch for 
health and safety standards, but 
indicated that this was extent of 
the University's ownership over a 
rented dorm room. 
Dr. Fleming reassured 
questioners that the University 
has no right to take away rights. 
He indicated that the contract 
between the University and the 
student to accept the school's 
regulations must be "balanced to 
prevent the University from 
taking away a student's right to 
learn and not to be interfered 
with, and the University's rights 
to orderly manage the campus." 
The panel provided an in- 
teresting discussion of the fight 
for Open Visitation.Rigsby 
described the Open Dorm rallies 
as small, and described the 
student telephone demonstration 
as "a small amount of telephone 
harassment," He and Delony 
credited the representatives to 
the Board of Trustees as 
responsible_for securing the 
present Open Visitatioifprogram, 
claiming that the rallies and 
telephone calls had a negative 
effect on the Board. 
While  Delony  indicated  that 
Open Visitation presently offered 
a maximum of hours, many 
members of the audience seemed 
dissatisfied. Rigsby replied, 
"There is an apprehension of the 
older generation to let students 
loose in open dorms. To expand 
the program would require 
students to show the Board that 
the present program has worked, 
has not been abused, and should 
be expanded to more hours." 
Bill Thorneloe, treasurer of the 
ACLU, said , "I feel the panel 
discussion was a successful 
communication between students 
and administrators. Dean Delony 
had a chance to stop a rumor that 
entire dormitories could lose 
Open Visitation due to single 
violations. She also gave the 
audience a better understanding 
of the power of the Student- 
Faculty Relations Committee, or 
the Grievance Committee. More 
students need to know that it does 
not serve as an organ to change 
grades, but to find and resolve 
difficulties between students and 
members of the faculty." 
Thorneloe continued, "At first I 
felt slightly insulted by Gen. 
Rigsby's opening comments that 
the discussion was poorly 
planned. By the generality of the 
topic of students' rights, we got 
quite a lot of information in many 
areas of conflict between the 
administration and students. To 
my knowledge, this was the first 
time since last fall that Dean 
Delony has spoken to a general 
group of students. I had not seen 
Gen. Rigsby since my freshman 
orientation in 1969. From the 
results the audience got from the 
discussion, I'm glad we kept it 
informal." 
Nixon condemned at 
'War is not over' rally 
By MARILYN WALSER 
Dr. Albert Blackwell, a 
professor from Furman 
University, presented a scathing 
attack on President Nixon's 




HELP OTHERS HELP THEMSELVES. 
SIGN UP AT YMCA 
Student representation on the     sparsely attended McGovern 
Board of Trustees continues to be     rally last Saturday night, 
an   issue.   Although   both   the        Blackwell, speaking on "The 
faculty and the student body are     War    is    Not    Over,"    cited 
represented   with   non-voting     statistical evidence that Nixon 
members   of   the   Board   of     "is not winding down the war," a 
Trustees, many feel that students     fact  which  Blackwell  stressed 
are not adequately represented     should be  considered before 
without a voting member. Rigsby     voting  for the President's  re- 
stated that under the regulations     election. 
of   Tom   Clemson's   will,   any        According to Blackwell, "one 
student  becoming a  Trustee     million dollars has been spent on 
would  cease  to  be  a  student     the war every hour since Nixon 
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has been in office," with a 
shocking total of 59 billion dollars 
spent on the "senseless war." 
Blackwell also pointed out that 
"two tons of explosives have been 
dropped each minute" since 
Nixon became President. 
In regard to Nixon's boast of 
reducing war casualities, Black- 
well criticized that "under Nixon, 
civilian casualities are no longer 
reported." Thus, Nixon's low 
casualty figures do not include 
the "70,000 North Vietnamese 
who have been killed during the 
last year," as if this large 
number of civilian deaths was of 
no consequence, Blackwell 
emphasized. However, although 
Nixon capitalizes on the U. S. 
casualty reductions, 20,000 or 
one-third of the country's total 
casualities in Vietnam have 
occurred under the Nixon ad- 
ministration, he continued. "Five 
thousand people killed in Viet- 
nam every week, and our 
President wishes us to believe 
that the war is winding down," 
the professor remarked. 
Another terrible result of the 
Vietnam conflict, Blackwell said, 
is the large number of natives 
who have been displaced from 
their homes. As a direct result of 
the war, "about one million 
Vietnamese have been displaced 
from their homes this year, and 
about one out of every three 
Cambodian citizens has been 
displaced" Blackwell stated. 
After criticizing Nixon's war 
policies, Blackwell emphasized 
the importance of each voter's 
choice on November 7. "We have 
a choice. We can vote for an 
administration whose Vice 
President says this war is one of 
the most unselfish things that this 
country has ever done, or we can 
vote for George McGovern who 
says this war is a mistake," 
Blackwell concluded. "We may 
not know if McGovern's plan to 
end the war will work," he added, 
"but we are certain that in four 
years Nixon's has not." 
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Residents fight 
for highway safety 
SAFETY HAZARD — The intersection of 
Highway 123 and College Avenue, shown here, 
has been cited as a safety hazard in a petition 
presented to the mayor and city council recently. 
Major John Lagrone claimed that he has done all 
he can to have the intersection improved, but the 
State Highway Department has not acted on the 
problem yet. 
By KENNY BROWN 
Increased traffic along High- 
way 133 (College Avenue) near 
its intersection with Highway 123 
has aggravated an already 
dangerous traffic situation there 
and led a group of Clemson 
residents to petition the mayor 
and city council to improve the 
intersection. 
The intersection has been the 
scene of numerous accidents, 
though none have involved 
fatalities. One student who works 
part-time at a service station 
there estimated that there have 
been 12 to 15 minor accidents 
since the beginning of this 
summer. 
The crossroads has the only 
traffic signal alone Highway 123 
between Seneca and Greenville, a 
stretch of about 37 miles. The 
posted speed limit just outside 
Clemson's business district is 60 
miles per hour, and at the in- 
Introducing the 4-channel T-shirt, 
the least expensive Fisher you can buy. 
We're selling the new Fisher TS-100 for only $ 1. 
It's a 4-channel T-shirt, and a dollar is an incredibly 
low price for it, since it's a $3.50 value. 
But you don't even have to spend a dollar on it. 
You can win it free, just by stumping one of our salesman 
with any one of the twenty questions in this ad. 
If you think this is some kind of con, you're 
wrong. We expect our salesman to know most of the 
answers. But all twenty??!! 
Incidentally, you can pick up a copy of the 
correct answers at the dealer listed below. 
Salesmen are not allowed to look at the answers 
while you're asking the questions. 
That would be cheating. 
1. What is sensitivity? 
2. What does a muting control do? 
3. What is a Hertz? 
1. A car bearing a corpse 
2. The number of back and forth 
vibrations of an AC signal in 
1 second. 
3. A national car renting company. 
4. What does the term "selectivity" mean? 
5. The control that makes it possible to 
listen to the full range of sound when 
music is played at a low volume is called: 
1. Range control. 
2. Loudness contour control. 
3. Volume control. 
6. What purpose does a high filter 
control perform? 
7. What are Baxandall controls? 
8. What is a watt? 
1. A unit of light. 
2. A unit of power. 
3. A unit of efficiency. 
9. What is distortion? 
10. How do the various power 
measurements, such as Peak-to-Peak, 
IHF, EIA and RMS relate to actual 
output power? 
11. The ability of a speaker to follow 
low-frequency signals of large 
amplitude is called: 
1. Transient response. 
2. Compliance. 
3. Efficiency. 
12. What is the functioh of a 
crossover network? 
13. What is meant by an acoustic- 
suspension speaker system? 
14. What are the advantages of a 
heavy turntable platter? 
15. Wow and flutter are: 
1. Changes in power output 
of an amplifier. 
2. Distortion caused by variations 
in turntable or tape deck motor speed. 
3. Irregularities in the human voice. 
16. What are the main benefits of 
electronics tuning? 
1. More accurate than manual tuning. 
2. Lower cost than manual tuning. 
3. Provides convenient remote 
control tuning. 
17. What does the term "capture 
ratio" mean? 
18. What is an IC? 
19. What do tape monitor circuits do? 
20. What is the TS-100? 
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1702 Lauren's Road 
Greenville, S.C. 29607 
tersection it is 45 miles per hour. 
Highway 123 is a dual-lane 
thoroughfare, and is used by 
tractor-trailer and other heavy 
vehicles. Many of these cannot or 
will not stop during the short 
duration of the yellow warning 
light at the intersection. Luckily 
they have had clear going so far, 
at least enough so that there have 
been no fatalities. 
A group of about a dozen 
Clemson townspeople want to see 
that something is done before 
that fortunate record is broken. 
Led by Mrs. John Austin, wife of 
a University faculty member, the 
group has expressed its concern 
over the situation in the form of a 
petition presented to the city 
council a few days ago. 
The petition asked that the 
mayor and city council "request 
of the State Highway Department 
in the strongest terms possible 
the immediate alteration" of the 
intersection. The change should 
provide adequate traffic 
engineering and "assure more 
safe procedures in the crossing of 
these thoroughfares," it further 
read. 
However, Mayor John Lagrone 
said that the petition had been 
presented to the Highway 
Department but he did not know 
when improvements would come. 
"The city itself has no authority 
over the matter. The most we can 
do is to request action from the 
Highway Department and patrol 
the intersection," he said. 
Lagrone said he believes 
corrective measures will be 
made when the Highway 
Department begins construction 
on the enlargement of the 
Southern Railway underpass 
nearby. He said he is not sure 
when construction will start, but 
it may be during the winter. 
Some ways of improving the 
safety at the intersection without 
tearing it up and redesigning it 
would be to lengthen the duration 
of the yellow caution signal, 
install left-turn lanes and signal 
arrows, or lower the speed limit 
to 30 or 35 miles per hour, which 
the petitioners favor as im- 
mediate remedy. 
Another solution would be to 
keep red signals lit for both 
directions of traffic 
simultaneously; this four-way 
red signal would allow 
pedestrians and bicyclists to 
cross. "Walk" and "Don't Walk" 
signals    would    also     help. 
Mayor Lagrone said that he has 
done the most he can to remedy 
the problem. He has written the 
Highway Department several 
times. He also has requested the 
department to set a date for the 
corrective measures to be im- 
plemented, but he has not yet 
received any date. 
Langrone explained that 
surveys of the traffic at the in- 
tersection have been taken by 
the Highway Department. 
However, some of these surveys 
were not taken during the times 
of heaviest traffic. 
Both the mayor and the 
petitioners, as well as many other 
townspeople, fear that the High- 
way Department will not act until 
a fatality occurs, and that would 
be too late. 
Candidates fair 
The Candidates Fair, spon- 
sored by The League of Women 
Voters of the Clemson Area, will 
be held Tuesday night starting at 
8 p.m. at Morrison Elementary 
School on Frontage Road in 
Clemson. 
All citizens are invited to at- 
tend and talk informally with 
State House of Representatives 
candidates, State senators, 
Pickens County candidates, and 
candidates for the school board. 
Over 80% of the candidates ac- 
cepted this invitation. 
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Moratorium revisited: radicalizing experience 
By JIM LUCAS 
Three years ago last Sunday, 
Clemson University saw its first 
significant antiwar demon- 
stration. October 15, 1969, the 
first nationwide Moratorium 
Day, marked the awakening of 
student activism at Clemson; 
there had been nothing like it 
before, and there has been 
nothing like it since. 
I was caught up in the events of 
that day. as were most of us who 
were here then - caught up in 
what was probably the most 
memorable event of my years at 
Clemson. 
These are a few personal 
recollections of the Moratorium. 
Those of you who were there may 
recall other incidents, other 
impressions, as you read these. 
Those of you who weren't there 
. . . well, take me at my word - 
there was, three years ago this 
week, one beautiful moment of 
meaningful activism here. 
Tuesday, October 14, 1969. Rat 
Season had been over for barely a 
month, and my hair was about 
half an inch long. Yet there I was, 
a gung-ho Rat, former president 
of the local Teen-Age 
Republicans, good old southern 
boy and everything, standing on 
the loggia as one of them long- 
haired hippie radical New Jersey 
peace freaks tied a black band 
around my proffered arm. I was 
still somewhat uncertain about 
the whole thing at that time. 
Sure. I was against the war, but 
the idea of standing up for what 
was then, at Clemson, an un- 
popular cause, demonstrating for 
it, worried me. 
Much of my irresolution 
vanished during the day as I wore 
my black armband around the 
campus. "Friends" suddenly 
didn't know me - or shouted 
epithets at me: "Hey! Hippie! Go 
back to New Jersey!" "Goddamn 
peace queer!" "Commie 
bastard!" More and more, as the 
day wore on, I found myself 
looking for those armbands, 
seeking out those with black cloth 
on their arms as one would seek 
out fellow countrymen in a 
foreign city. With each epithet, 
the fraternity of Moratorium 
people grew tighter and more 
resolute, and the growing 
polarization of the campus 
became more pronounced. 
The beginning of the 
Moratorium proper commenced 
with a singular stroke of good 
fortune. The Speakers Bureau 
had scheduled David Schoen- 
brun, formerly of CBS News, as 
the first speaker of the year - on 
Tuesday night, October 14. When 
Schoenbrun heard that a 
Moratorium was being planned, 
he scrapped his prepared talk 
and delivered a resoundingly 
anti-Vietnam speech to the 
largely Moratorium crowd in 
Tillman Hall that night. So there 
we were with a keynote speaker 
for the Moratorium, quite by 
accident. 
After Schoenbrun's speech, we 
gathered in small groups around 
the loggia. I soon found myself 
embroiled in a pitched debate 
with a hawk from Con way, whose 
stubborn refusal to hear or even 
rebut any of my arguments soon 
sent me storming down to the 
canteen to join the other 
Moratorium people. There I met a 
group of University of Georgia 
students who, lacking a 
Moratorium observance on their 
own campus, decided to come up 
and join us. When the canteen 
closed at eleven, we ran into a 
group of good ail-American boys 
on our wav to the assembly point 
in the CHRONICLE office. As 
they followed us to the loggia, 
with remarks like "Smoke that 
grass! Do yo' thing, hippie! 
Gimme some of yore free love, 
baby!." I began to suspect that 
things might not go as smoothly 
as I had somehow expected. 
About fifty of us assembled in 
the CHRONICLE room, and 
more joined us as midnight ap- 
proached. The room was tense as 
Robert Whitney warned us to 
keep our cool no matter what: 
"These people here are scared to 
death of anyone who doesn't look 
just like them. I don't know 
what's going to happen, but 
whatever does happen, we're not 
going to start it. For God's sake, 
whatever they do, whatever they 
say, just keep walking. Don't 
even look at them. Just keep 
walking." I was getting a little 
worried, and when I looked out 
the window, I started getting cold 
feet in earnest. There was a 
crowd down there, outnumbering 
us at least five to one. and it 
didn't  look  especially  friendly. 
Eleven-thirty. The kids from 
Georgia tried to calm things 
down by starting a few Hindu 
chants. We joined hands and sang 
"Hare Krishna." A few of us 
prayed. Barefield brought a dead 
chicken with him ("I didn't have 
time to drop it off at my room"); 
we cracked up over it. Then we 
looked out the window again. 
Eleven forty-five. "Cox is down 
there talking to them. There are a 
few campus cops down there. 
Don't count on anything." The 
armband was getting heavy. 
Somebody said there's a guy 
from Newsweek here. Eleven 
fifty-five. Candles were passed 
around. Whitney lit his, then we 
all lit each other's candles. A joint 
found its way slowly around the 
group. It never made it to me. 
Twelve midnight. "Form up, 
single file. If your candle goes 
out, get a light from your brother 
or sister. Keep cool, people. For 
Christ's sake, don't blow it. Let's 
go." 
Jesus, I was scared. As we 
went down the stairs, I thought 
several times about ducking out 
and going back to my room - once 
at the eighth floor, once at the 
seventh floor. Somehow, though, 
I was still in line when we walked 
out the sixth floor door into the 
loggia. Then I saw the crowd. 
There were at least four or five 
hundred of them, yelling, jeering, 
threatening, forming a human 
corridor as we filed past. 
I had never really seen hate 
before, and there it was. Naked, 
ugly, sneering, frightening hate - 
and it was directed at us - at me! 
It seemed an awfully long time 
before the crowd began to thin 
out; the corridor stretched from 
the loggia out across the parking 
lot, but it seemed to go for miles. 
Behind me, rocks and eggs were 
thrown at us, and a cherry bomb 
went off a few inches behind a 
girl's head. Somehow, though, 
not one of us broke rank, not one 
of us answered the obscenities or 
the rocks. 
Years later, it seemed, we 
reached the amphitheater. 
There, we began our night-long 
memorial vigil for the war dead. 
On the stage, a guy stood reading 
out the names of our brothers 
killed in the war, and below, in 
front of the stage, a guy stood 
with the American flag in one 
hand and his candle in the other. 
The rest of us took our seats in 
silence, one by one taking turns 
reading names or holding the 
flag. A gang of hecklers had 
followed us down from the 
loggia; they gathered behind us, 
yelling Clemson cheers and 
obscenities as the vigil 
progressed. 
As I sat shivering in the night 
Rex Recoulley, Charles Israel, 
and Barry Hannah and their 
offerings. Reading and singing 
alternated through most of the 
afternoon, with everyone present 
joining in the singing. "Last night 
I had the strangest dream I'd 
ever dreamed before -1 dreamed 
the world had all agreed to put an 
end to war" . . . Simon and 
Garfunkel. Norton and 
somebody's two-year-old on the 
stage freaking each other out. 
Moratorium   people   getting   to 
air, hearing now the horrible, 
droning litany of the dead, now 
the mindless obscenities from the 
rednecks, I was seething with an 
anger I had never before known. 
Silently, I walked to the front, 
took the flag, and for the first 
time realized the meaning of that 
piece of cloth — something that 
the jeering rednecks before me 
would never know. 
After a while, I passed the flag 
on to a very small, very grim- 
faced girl, and joined the line to 
take my turn at the microphone. 
When I stepped forward to the 
mike, took the heavy sheaf of 
names, and began reading, I left 
all doubts behind me. That step 
was the longest I have ever 
taken. 
The vigil continued into the 
night. Sometime before dawn, a 
cold rain began falling, and the 
proceedings moved into Tillman 
auditorium. I left the group 
around four o'clock to get a 
couple of hours sleep; the next 
morning, I was to go to Green- 
ville with Tiger Band to play for a 
textile exhibition there. At the 
time, Greenville, textile 
exhibitions, and Tiger Band 
seemed eerily remote, 
surrealistic. On the bus, those 
few of us who were Moratorium 
participants banded together, 
talking about the previous night 
and the events that were to 
follow. 
We arrived back at Clemson 
shortly before noon. The day was 
strangely appropriate for a 
Moratorium — grey, bleak, 
chilly, with a steady, drizzling 
mist. I hurried out of my uniform, 
put on my armband, and went to 
Tillman to rejoin the Moratorium 
group. The hardcore - about fifty - 
stayed there throughout the day. 
The reading of the dead con- 
tinued until about three that 
afternoon; the longer we listened 
to the continuous chanting of 
names, names belonging to our 
dead brothers, the more mon- 
strous the reality of the war 
became to us. 
At the conclusion of the 
memorial vigil for the war dead, 
the afternoon session of 
folksinging and poetry reading 
began. Several faculty members 
took the podium to recite antiwar 
poems;   I especially remember 
know each other, finding friends 
in a group of previous strangers. 
Later that afternoon, and 
continuing into the evening, a 
series of University faculty 
members and guest speakers 
conducted a Vietnam teach-in to 
explain the past history and 
present outrages of the Indochina 
war. Stan Kaplan of Charlotte, a 
former worker for Bobby Ken- 
nedy in North Carolina, gave a 
beautiful talk, stressing the true 
nature of patriotism: "I refuse to 
allow the extremists of the right 
to pre-empt the term 'patriot', 
and I refuse to allow their fanatic 
distortions to redefine for me 
what that term means." Dr. John 
Cashin, leader of the National 
Democratic Party of Alabama 
and one of the foremost Black 
political leaders in the South, was 
the final speaker. 
As the Moratorium drew.to a 
close,  after  the  vigil   and  the 
reading and the songs and the 
speeches were all past, those of 
us who had been with the 
Moratorium from the beginning 
saw our numbers greatly in- 
creased. About three hundred or 
so people gathered in Tillman for 
the beginning of the final event of 
the Moratorium, a second can- 
dlelight procession to the am- 
phitheater. Candles were passed 
around as before, and people 
were lighting one another's 
candles as before, but a new 
sense of purpose, conviction, and 
assurance pervaded the group. 
None of the tension of the 
previous night was present as, at 
10 p.m., the flag bearer led a 
silent file of marchers with 
candles out of Tillman toward the 
amphitheater. 
We were silent, that is, at first. 
As we rounded Brackett Hall, 
someone started singing "All we 
are saying is give peace a 
chance," very softly. Soon the 
whole group took up the song. We 
filed into the amphitheater, and 
onto ihe stage. There were no 
screaming hecklers this time, 
only three or four hundred 
purposeful marchers. Soon the 
stage was filled with people; 
three hundred people, three 
hundred candles, three hundred 
voices singing "We Shall 
Overcome" with a new verse at 
the end: "We Shall live in peace 
. . ." As the last note of the song 
faded into the crisp air, the group 
bowed heads as a prayer for 
peace concluded the Moratorium. 
Each of us, before we left, placed 
his candle on the front of the 
stage as a final symbolic act. 
In that week's Newsweek , the 
article on the national 
Moratorium Day began: "At 
12:01 a.m., students at Clemson, 
S. C, University began a can- 
dlelight procession to open 
Moratorium Day observances 
across the nation." It was an , 
event that left its mark on 
Clemson, and on all of those who 
participated in it. For me, it was 
a radicalizing experience. An 




The opening of the new Alumni 
Center on the University campus 
has been delayed from mid- 
October until late November. 
"We had hoped people could 
visit this fine new facility during 
Homecoming Weekend (Oct. 
21)," said Joe Sherman, director 
of alumni relations, "but since 
this is impossible, we now hope to 
have the center completed and 
occupied by the weekend of the 
Clemson-South Carolina football 
game (Nov. 25)." 
The building was begun last 
December, but inclement 
weather during the first three 
months of the year forced 
revision of the completion date. 
"It would be detrimental to 
both the building and the fur- 
nishings to open it to the public 
before it is completed," Sherman 
said. "It is such an outstanding 
facility and we want to show it at 
its best." 
The Alumni Center, built and 
furnished at a cost ap- 
proximating $425,000, was made 
IgSGlI^ M. BROCKMAN JEWELER 
Oconee Square 
Seneta, S. C. 
AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE DIAMOND DEALER 
ENGRAVING  ON  PREMISES 
GREEK  ALPHABET  AVAILABLE 
Phone 882-6812 
^F^HT^TL     SHOP 
BIGGEST SELECTION OF JEANS IN GREENVILLE 
NEW  WIDE   HAND  PAINTED   BELTS 
LARGE  SELECTION  OF  SHIRTS 
22 N. Main St.                                             Greenville 
possible entirely by alumni gifts 
earmarked for this purpose. 
Upward of 4,000 Clemson alumni 
have made gifts toward the 
Center. 
The structure is located on 
Palmetto Boulevard, on the 
campus, just east of the Clemson 
House. 
Get rid of 
those roaches 
University dorm residents who 
have always thought that feet 
were the most effective means of 
getting rid of those pesty 
cockroaches should take note of 
recent discoveries in cockroach 
extermination. 
According to entomologist 
Walter Ebeling, a professor at 
UCLA, the newest and most 
devastating weapon for 
eliminating cockroaches is boric 
acid, a common household staple. 
Studies show that boric acid is 
safer than most insecticides, it's 
cheap, it provides long- time 
control with one application, and 
roaches don't seem to build up 
resistance to it. Needless to say, 
the use of boric acid is much less 
messy than the old foot stomping 
method. 
Although roaches are clever 
enough to avoid most poisons, 
they don't know that boric acid 
will kill them until it's too late. 
They walk through it without 
harm, but when they draw their 
legs through their mouths to 
clean them, they swallow the 
dust. 
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White girl turns black Campus bulletin 
By MARK BREWER 
Alternative Features Service 
Lots of movies and books have 
delt with the idea, but now it has 
happened. Through a medical 
accident, a seventeen-year-old 
white girl has been turned black. 
Unfortunately for her, she lives in 
South Africa, where strict 
separation of the races ( A par- 
theid) is the law. 
Details of the incident were 
published recently in the San 
Francisco Examiner in an ex- 
clusive report from Johan- 
nesburg. The story points out that 
if the girl had been born non- 
white, she would probably have 
developed psychological defenses 
against the racial discrimination 
she is now suffering for the first 
time. But presently she considers 
herself an outcast in a system 
where the best of everything is 
reserved for whites. 
Until a little more than a year 
ago, the girl's skin was typically 
Caucasian. But in December 1970 
surgeons removed two adrenal 
glands which were believed to be 
causing the girl's obesity. Though 
the  surgery  was  regarded  as 
successful, a few months later 
large dark areas began ap- 
pearing on her neck. The spots 
gradually spread over her entire 
body. 
Legally, the girl is still white. 
But all she has to prove that she is 
European are her features and 
long hair. Her mother says it is 
particularly embarassing for the 
family because they all believe in 
white supremacy. 
"I feel the same as I did when I 
was white," the girl said, "but it 
is terribly humiliating to even go 
into the street now and know that 
I am no longer accepted as white. 
I have not given up hope that I 
will be white again soon." 
According to the girl's mother, 
her daughter is now spurned by 
people who think she is colored. 
Unless a miracle happens, she 
said, her daughter will have no 
future in South Africa. "This is a 
tragic thing to happen to anypne 
anywhere in the world," said the 
motner, "out in South Africa, it is 
heartbreakingly cruel." 
Just ask any black South 
African. 
All campus bulletins must be 
brought to the Tiger oftice by Tuesday 
midnight. 
SIGMA TAU EPSILON is offering 
free tutoring sessions in Freshman 
chemistry, math English, languages, 
and other art and sciences including 
biology, zoology, and botany. These 
sessions are held Monday nights in 
room 415, Daniel Hall at 7:30 p.m. 
Start now before it gets too late. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
ORGANIZATION will meet Wed 
nesday at 7 p.m. in the Chapel, 8th 
level, Student Center. A reading room 
is open 7 to 9 p.m. Monday and 
Wednesday in the chaplain's office in 
the Chapel. 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION Steering Committee will meet 
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 25 in the 
Tiger Lounge on the 9th level of the 
Student Center. All members are 
welcome. 
THE A. I. A. AUXILARY welcomes 
everyone to the Homecoming Lun- 
cheon, Saturday, Oct. 21 from 11 a.m. 
to 1 p.m., in the Lee Hall Gallery. 
Admission is $2.00 for adults, $1.00 for 
students and children. 
CLEMSON UNITARIAN 
FELLOWSHIP will present a speech 
by Ralph Byrns concerning some of 
the tax programs proposed by Nixon 
and McGovern, on Sunday, Oct. 23, at 
10:20 a.m. in the YMCA Clubroom. 
THE CLEMSON CHESS CLUB will 
hold a meeting Tuesday, Oct. 25, at 7 
JERRY LEWIS CINEMA 
SENECA,  S.  C. 
..THE ULTIMATE "X" 
Oh! Calcutta! 
RATED  "X" - NO  ONE   UNDER   17   ADMITTED 
SHOWS  MONDAY  THROUGH  THURSDAY  AT  7   &   9 P.M. 
FRIDAY SHOWS  AT 7, 9 &   11   P.M. 
SATURDAY SHOWS  AT  1, 3, 5, 7, 9 &   11   P.M. 
SUNDAY   SHOWS   AT   3, 5, 7  &   9 P.M. 
CALL  882-2723   FOR  ADDITIONAL   INFORMATION 
p.m. in the foyer of Harcombe Dining 
Hall. Everyone, especially beginners, 
are welcome. 
THE     UNIVERSITY     SINGERS 
invites all present and former 
members to attend a drop-in from 4-6 
p.m., Friday, Oct. 21, in the basement 
lounge of Byrnes Hall. 
NEED HELP? Call Hotline, 654- 
1040, after 8 p.m. The Hotline staff 
would like to thank the Terry Bottling 
Company for their kind consideration. 
A NEW AGE. . . This world is 
changing. New values are replacing 
old. The Baha'is are working to build a 
better world, in which all men can live 
together. Come talk to them Thur- 
sday, Oct. 26 at 8 p.m. in the Gutter. 
THE SKI CLUB will hold its first 
meeting of the year Monday, Oct. 23, 
at7:30p.m. in room 209 of Daniel Hall. 
All interested persons, non-skiers and 
old members, are welcome. For more 
information call Erik at 654-3562, or 
Bob at 656-6465. 
THE C. U. 4-H CLUB will meet 
Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 8 p.m. in Daniel 
Hall. Dr. Byrd will speak about 
establishing a recycling station on 
campus. For further information call 
Charles at 656-7234. 
THE UNIVERSITY COUNSELING 
CENTER has been advised that the 
Dental Aptitude Test scheduled for 
Friday, January 5, 1973 has been 
changed to Saturday, January 6, 1973. 
The test scheduled for Friday, April 
27,1973 has been changed to Saturday, 
April 28, 1973. 
NEED MUNCHIES AFTER THE 
TIGERAMA? The truck on over to 
Brackett Hall where the girls in Tri 
Delta are selling hot dogs and hot 
chocolate from after the show until 1 





ANDERSON MALL, North Main St., 
225-1200, "Hickey and Boggs" with 
Bill Cosby Shows at 1:10, 3:10, 
5:05, 7:05, 9. 
Clemson 
ASTRO III, College Ave., 654-1670, 
"Prime Cut", Starts Sun.: "The 
Revengers" Starts Wed.: "The 
Candidate" with Robert Redford. 
CLEMSON THEATRE, Downtown, 
654-3230, "Shaft's Big Score"; Late 
Show, Fri. & Sat. at 10:30: "Hard 
Trail" Starts Sun.: "Four Flies On 
Gray Velvet". 
Greenville 
ASTRO I, 291 By-Pass, 242-3293, "Bad 
Company" at 2, 3:50, 5:40, 7:30, 
9:20. 
Classifieds 
HAMPTON BOOKS: (Founded N. Y., 
1946) Old and Rare history, cinema - 
TV,  aerospace,  South  Carolina  and 
general. Prints, posters, maps. Rt. 1, 
Box 76, Newberry, S. C. 29108. Ph. 276- 
6870 (U. S. Hwy. 176, 2 mi. N. of S. C. 
34) 
FOUND: A box turtle with "Selma" 
written   across   it.   Contact  Michael 
Francis, 38 Deauville Apts., 654-1695. 
REWARD: For the return of one blue 
jean jacket with a pair of polarized 
flight glasses. The jacket was in the 
men's    employees    cloak    room    in 
Harcombe Dining Hall on Oct. 9th. No 
questions asked.   Contact  Ronny  at 
654-5824. 
FOUND: Gold ring about 6 weeks ago 
in shower in new A-7. Call 656-7831, A- 
748. 
FOR SALE: Ceramic chess set and 
matching table chessboard for $50 or 
best offer. See Jerry, B-729. 
WEST, BRUCE & LAING with Edgar 
Winter appearing in Alexander 
Memorial Coliseum, Atlanta, Oct. 
26 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5.00. 
THE HOLLIES appearing in the 
Atlanta Municipal Auditorium, 
Nov. 8. Tickets are $3.50, $4.50 and 
$5.50. 
JOHN MAYALL appearing in the 
Sports Arena, Atlanta, Nov. 5. 
Tickets: $4.50, in advance; $5.50, 
day of performance. 
BYRDS with New Riders of the Purple 
Sage appearing in the Atlanta 
Municipal Auditorium, Nov. 14. 
Tickets are $3.50, $4.50, $5.50. 
AMERICA appearing in the Atlanta 
Municipal Auditorium, Nov. 20. 
Tickets are $3.50, $4.50, $5.50. 
INDIVIDUALS   OR   GROUPS   —   to 
record newspapers/ magazines/ best 
sellers for the blind. New volunteer 
program; timing, etc., to be arranged. 
Sign up in YMCA. 
FOR SALE: Sheep skins, long hair 
and short, variety of colors. Contact 
Allan Anthony, 309 Donaldson. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, NANCY! YOU 
have now crossed the threshold to 
maturity, but your vivacity never 
wavers. May each year add a new 
dimension to your sparkling per- 
sonality, and never let the passage of 
365 days steal any of your youthful 
vigor. (Corny enough for you?) 
Your dorm neighbor 
PAT, Think of you as Homecoming '73 
rolls around. Too bad that you have to 
miss out on all the bustling activity of 
the festive weekend, a time when 
students are provided with unlimited 
"dating" opportunities. But, that's 
life. Last year it was I who had to miss 
out. I only wish that you would have 
been spared the agony. 
An anonymous friend 
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"Peeping Toms" 
arrested on campus 
By PAM THOMPSON 
It's late at night, and a girl is 
sitting in her dorm room. She 
gets a strange feeling that she is 
being watched, so she glances at 
her window to find a pair of eyes 
staring back at her. 
Several such incidents have 
taken place on campus this year, 
but the prime area for "peeping 
Tom" has been behind Barnett 
Hall. This can be attributed to the 
many trees and the secluded lot 
surrounding the dorm which 
make detection difficult and 
escape easier for the voyeur. 
This past Monday night, or 
rather Tuesday morning around 
12:15 a.m., proved to be the 
climax of the "peeping Tom" 
situation. The stalkers became 
the stalked that night, and as a 
result two suspects were cap- 
tured by campus police. 
Two girls were sitting in their 
room on the second floor in the 
back of Barnett Hall. The win- 
dows of their suite are on the 
ground level and therefore easily 
accessible to "peeping Toms" 
and   other   such   characters. 
The first evidence of an 
unknown presence outside the 
room was a subdued cough. The 
girls, immediately suspicious 
because of similar eerie events 
that had occurred nearby 
recently, suspected it was a 
"peeping Tom". 
Very cautiously, one girl got up 
and slowly walked out of the 
room. She crossed over to a front 
suite on the hall where several of 
her friends room. 
After hearing about the action 
outside, the girls all decided to go 
up on the roof and peer down on 
the person or persons outside. 
One girl even thought of taking a 
Pollution 
index 
•:•: Thisis the first installment >•:] 
$ of a regular feature to The *: 
:■:• Tiger contributed by the •:•: 
:g Clemson student chapter of :•:■ 
$ the American Institute of :§ 
:§ Chemical Engineers. g 
:|:j For the week ending Oc- g: 
$j tober 20, the following ifi; 
8 pollution was found in the •:■$ 
:j::: Clemson area: suspended >•:; 
;:•;: particulate matter — 27.5 :•:•: 
;:•: micrograms per cubic ;:•: 
:•:•■ meter. |:|: 
:j:|: This is a measure of the :•:• 
$ dust and fly ash (as from •:•: 
8 burning coal for heating) in $ 
:£ the air. To give an idea of ;•:• 
•:•: this particular level, some >:• 
;:•: annual averages over the •:•: 
:•:• state range from 24.8 on §: 
•g Hilton Head to 145 in :•:• 
•:•: Charleston. :•:• 
:•:• In addition to this reading, •:•: 
:•:• other types of air pollutants :•:• 
•:•: will be measured and :•:• 
j:j compared to ambient •:•: 
$ standards for South £: 
:£ Carolina. :•:• 
# Sneeky Peet will also have •:•; 
Si some notable observations •:£ 
$ about the week; for instance, :•£ 
$ this week he saw a litter :^ 
:g: bomb launched from a ■:•: 
•:•:; passing car on Seneca Road. ;£ 
:•£ Such freedom should be :•:• 
>:• licensed! ffi 
Watch for the AICHE g 
& pollution index next week, & 
pair of binoculars. From the roof 
the girls were able to clearly see 
that there were two men standing 
outside of the first girls' window. 
To avoid warning the culprits, 
the girls decided that only one of 
them should go get help. The 
head resident was notified and 
then the police were called. 
Meanwhile, the two prowlers, 
apparently unaware they were 
being watched, climbed over a 
fence at the side of Barnett Hall 
and proceded up the walk 
toward Byrnes Hall. Two 
campus policemen drove up and 
apprehended the two prowlers. 
The "peeping Toms" were put 
in the police van and driven to the 
front of Barnett Hall, where some 
of the witnesses and a crowd of 
onlookers waited. 
Witnesses identified the two 
suspects as the prowlers. One 
witness stated, "I recognized 
them because one of them had on 
a red jersey with the number 20 
on the front." 
I, along with my roommate, 
hurried downstairs and joined 
other anxious people who had 
gathered around the police car. 
The first thing I noticed on seeing 
the two "peeping Toms" were 
their ages. I had expected to see 
the stereotype of "dirty old 
man," but the faces I saw were 
young and frightened. 
Later I found that I had 
guessed right about their ages. 
One boy was 23 years old and the 
other was only 15. Neither of the 
boys are Clemson students, 
according to John Allen, editor of 
the University news bureau. Both 
of them were visiting a friend in a 
nearby dorm, Allen said. 
The warrants for their arrest 
were signed by a campus police, 
and they were taken to the 
Pickens County jail. They were 
both released on bond of $1000 
each. 
My curosity and concern about 
the "peeping Toms " encouraged 
me .to seek more information 
about the motives and 
psychological make-up of such 
persons. 
Fred Steele, a Clemson 
counseling psychologist, gave 
some insights into the reason that 
a person would resort to such 
crime. He emphasized, "I can't 
say anything about someone I 
haven't talked with. Each 
"peeping Tom" is an individual 
case, and must be thought of as 
an individual person." 
"If the peeping Tom is willing 
to take the risk of getting caught, 
there are signs of an emotional 
problem," Steele said. He also 
remarked that the only dif- 
ference between a "peeping 
Tom" and a man who satisfies his 
sexual desires by reading a 
magazine such as "Playboy" is 
that the "peeping Tom" can be 
harmful to someone. 
John R. Anderson, another 
counseling psychologist, som- 
mented, "Modern uninhibited 
dress tempts these people. Young 
girls with their miniskirts may 
aggravate the situation without 
realizing it." 
Steele agreed with this and 
added that he had known of some 
girls who paraded around im- 
properly dressed to put on an 
exhibition for the "peep Tom." 
Then he asked, "Who has the 




Discover the World on Your 
SEMESTER AT SEA 
Sails each September & February 
Combine accredited study with 
educational stops in Africa, Aus- 
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000 
students from 450 campuses have 
already experienced this interna- 
tional program. A wide range of 
financial aid is available. Write 
now for free catalog: 
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cat. 92666 
Hours of hard work will go into each of the 
extravagant homecoming displays that will 
decorate the campus this weekend. Winners of 
the display competition will be announced at 
Saturday's game. 
Diversities, problems of Africa 
presented at ISA African Night 
By NANCY JACOBS 
Western writers and historians 
are largely to blame for the 
misconceptions generally held 
about Africa, according to 
Tadesse Giorgis. "Any attempt to 
generalize about the African 
nations will lead to over- 
simplification because of their 
diversity," he said. 
Giorgis, a student from 
Ethiopia, was one of a five- 
member panel whose presen- 
tation of African Night was 
sponsored Tuesday by the In- 
ternational Student Association. 
Also taking part in the program 
were: Peter Aidoo, from Ghana; 
Catherine Carr, from South 
Africa; Mesgun Sebhatu, from 
Ethiopia; and Mohammed Abdo, 
from Egypt. 
The program began with a 
discussion of West Africa by 
Peter Aidoo. Special emphasis 
was given to Ghana and Liberia, 
the West African nations in which 
he has lived. 
Africa's greatest problem, 
Aidoo feels, is the diversity of 
languages and lifestyles found 
within the continent. This 
diversity is one of the effects of 
colonization by different foreign 
powers, he said. 
Catherine Carr began her talk 
with a brief sketch of the history 
of South Africa. She then 
discussed the present political 
situation — including the practice 
of apartheid, the restriction of 
suffrage to whites only, and the 
enforcement of laws designed to 
silence black leaders through 
imprisonment without trial. 
"I see very little future for 
South Africa except through the 
economic pressure being exerted 
by other nations to change 
government policies," she said. 
"I see no other way for peaceful 
change," she continued, 
stressing that without change 
there would be revolution. 
Often called "the oldest 
Christian nation in the world,'' the 
country of Ethiopia was Mesgun 
Sebhatu's topic. Ethiopians trace 
their line of rulers to Menelik I, 
said to be the son of the Queen of 
Sheba    and    King    Solomon. 
Divided into 14 provinces, 
Ethiopia has a vast mixture of 
races and religions. According to 
Sebhatu, this diversification 
"happened long ago, so it doesn't 
bother us." 
Being both an African nation 
and an Arab nation provides 
Egypt with special con- 
siderations and problems, ac- 
cording to Mohammed Abdo. 
Touching on both historical and 
political aspects, he covered the 
rise of Nassar, the Suez conflicts, 
and the recent ouster of Soviet 
advisers. 
Abdo also spoke of the conflicts 
between the Arab nations and 
Israel. Explaining that relations 
between Russia and Egypt are 
now strained, he continued that 
"America is the only government 
that can provide a fair solution" 
to the problems in the Middle 
East. 
The presentation was sum- 
marized by Tadesse Giorgis. 
Citing statistics published by the 
U. S. News and World Report, he 
reported that African schools 
have a dropout rate of 70 per cent 
in the first six grades. In a list of 
the 20 poorest nations of the 
world, eight African nations were 
included. "Socio-economic 
conditions in Africa leave much 
to be desired," he said. 
Africa is "still suffering from 
the scars of the colonial era," 
Now Thru Sal. • Oct. 21 
You  liked  it  before,  so  he's 
back with more. 
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NORTH MAIN STREET 
FRIDAY thru  THURSDAY 
Oct. 20-26 
Giorgis said. Remnants of 
colonization may still be seen in 
some areas in the form of white 
rule, he continued. Also discussed 
was the exploitation of 
developing countries by foreign 
investors — notably the U.S. 
Giorgis blasted the concept of 
African classlessness pointing 
out the luxuries of the few and the 
deprivations of the many. "To be 
truly independent," he said, 
"African nations must transfer 
power from the elite to the 
popular masses. Until such 
conditions are guaranteed, there 
can be no bright future for 
Africa." 
astro 3 theatre 
COLLEGE AVENUE/6541670 
NOW   PLAYING 
LEE MARVIN a 
GENEHACKMAN 
"PRIME CUT" 




SIX MEN OUT OF HELL. 
THE 
REVENGERS 
PANAVISlON**[PG!-5£- COLOR BY DE LUXE • - 
STARTS WEDNESDAY 
CINEMA FREAKS 
WIN   A   YEAR'S 
FREE   PASS 
Bring your Voter Reg. Card 
when you come see "The 
Candidate." Keep your re- 
ceipt. Drawing will be eve 
of Oct. 28 after last show 
starts. First prize — One 
Year Free Pass; Two Sec- 
onds — 6 Month Pass; Three 
Thirds — 3 Month Pass; 
Four Fourths — Pass to any 
flick within a year. Winners 
posted in The Tiger and in 
theatre window. You must 
be registered to vote in or- 
der  to enter. 
VOTE ON  NOV.  7 
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Alcohol: #1 drug problem 
By KATHY QUINBY 
Alcohol is the number one drug 
problem in the world today, 
according to Dr. William C. 
Capel, guest speaker at the 
Tuesday meeting of the Sociology 
Club. 
"And nicotine is probably 
number two," he added. The 
narcotics causing today's 
problems are not new drugs, by 
any means. 
Capel, in an abbreviated 
history of drug use, pointed out 
that in India opium, the extract of 
poppies, was used as far back as 
2,000 B.C. to stop pain and give 
the user a feeling of euphoria. 
Cannabis sativa, or marijuana, 
also has a history that dates back 
long before Christ. 
Capel brought the drug history 
up to the twentieth century by 
touching on the use of narcotics in 
Europe and their spread to the 
New World. He briefly mentioned 
the beginnings of governmental 
control, emphasizing the laws 
made in the United States. 
"The government never really 
intended to deprive the people of 
opiates," said Capel. The laws 
arose from the problems that 
doctors were having in 
prescribing medicine outside of 
hospitals. 
Capel also reviewed how 
marijuana became illegal, 
saying that after prohibition was 
lifted there were many 
"government agents running 
around with nothing to do." 
Therefore, marijuana was 
declared a "killer drug," a tax 
was placed on it, and the agents 
were busy again, he explained. 
Capel then discussed the modes 
of drug therapy open to today's 
many addicts. He mentioned a 
therapeutic community in 
Lexington, Kentucky and the 
Odyssey  House in  New York. 
Ziegler to open 
political discussions 
Dr. William Capel addressed the Sociology Club 
Tuesday night on drug problems and treatments. In the talk, 
Capel recommended the legalization of all drugs. 
These are voluntary 
detoxification centers, basically 
fashioned after Synanon and 
Alcoholics Anonymous. He noted 
that these centers are "based on 
brainwashing and are run 
somewhat like the Marine Corps.'' 
Capel viewed this type of 
therapy as successful to a degree, 
but relatively expensive. 
Chemical therapy, the sub- 
stitution of a controlled, legal 
drug for an illegal one such as 
heroin, was also not highly 
recommended by Capel. He noted 
that the patient still has a drug 
problem and that doctors are not 
sure that this type of therapy 
works. "So naturally, this is a 
program that Columbia is going 
to engage in," Capel remarked, 
referring to the state 
clearinghouse, based on this 
therapy, which will open soon in 
Columbia. 
The more favorable aspects of 
the program are that the addict is 
able to live a normal, stable life, 
and in theory, after many years 
of reducing his dosage, the drug 
problem should be gone. Un- 
fortunately, Capel insinuated, the 
program does not appear to 
work. 
Capel advocated the 
legalization of all drugs, and he 
stated that the problem of drug 
control should be placed in the 
hands of doctors who know more 
about the effects and treatments 
of drug problems. 
Promoting serious political 
discussion will be the object of a 
continuous panel of "Election 
'72: Critical Issues" in Tillman 
Hall Wednesday. 
Afternoon meetings will begin 
at 1 o'clock with an address by 
Nick Ziegler, Democratic can- 
didate for the U.S. Senate. The 
panels will then discuss national 
issues. 
Scheduled for 2 p.m. and 4 
p.m., with an evening session at 7 
p.m. in Brackett Hall, the panels 
will present brief statements on 
the major issues of the campaign. 
A question-and-answer period 
will allow challenges and other 
issues to be raised and a political 
dialogue to be established. 
Open to the general public, 
each panel session will cover five 
major areas of controversy. 
Each panelist will address a 
particular issue, but the entire 
panel will field questions from 
the audience. All three panels 
will follow the same format. 
The topic "Responsibility in 
Government" will be subheaded 
by the issues of credibility, 
personalities, ethics and 
corruption, and environmental 
concern. "Security and World 
Affairs" includes the topics of 
defense posture, foreign policy, 
the Vietnam war and prisoners of 
war. "Economic Reform" will 
feature discussion of wages and 
prices, tax reform and loopholes, 
government expenditures, and 
unemployment. 
Another topic, "Social 
Responsibility," will cover health 
care, the problems of the aged 
and infirm, welfare reform, 
housing, education, job training, 
and crime. Finally, "Human 
Rights" will deal with equal 
rights,   women's  and  minority 
rights, violations of civil rights, 
judicial reform, and other 
matters having to do with man in 
society. 
Manning the 2 p.m. panel will 
be project coordinator Larry 
McCollough, Gordon Gourlay, 
Ralph Byrns, Bernice Holt, and 
Eva Singletary. On the 4 p.m. 
panel will be W.C. Capel, David 
Crumpton, E.M. Lander, Albert 
Holt, and Jim Lucas. The 7 p.m. 
panel includes Jim Sargent, 
Barbara Montgomery, Paul 
Zipin, John LeBourgeois, and 
Janice Sargent. 
Following the evening panel 
free entertainment will be 
provided in the amphitheater 
beginning about 8 o'clock. Two 
rock bands and several folk 
singers will be on hand. 
"Election '72: Critical Issues" 
is jointly sponsored by Clemson 
Faculty for McGovern-Shriver 
and the Clemson University 
Young Democrats Club. 
However, floor questions can 
come from any side of the issues, 
regardless of party affiliation. 
Open discussion is encouraged. 
Frost lecture 
James M. Cox, Avalon 
Professor of English and 
Humanities at Dartmouth 
College, will present a lecture on 
"Robert Frost: The End of the 
New England Line" Wednesday, 
October 25 at 3:30 p.m. in Daniel 
Auditorium. 
Cox, a winner of the Danforth 
Foundation Harbison Award for 
distinguished teaching, is the 
editor of Robert Frost: A 
Collection of Essays and author 
of Mark Twain: The Fate of 
Humor. 
Announcing:      DOWNTOWNER   APARTMENTS 
UNDER CONSTRUCTION -      TO BE COMPLETED BY JAN. 1, 1973 
APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN NOW 
Located behind Clemson Theatre And Harper's 
DESIGNED FOR THE ULTIMATE IN SINGLE-STUDENT LIVING 
Featuring:     Accommodations for FOUR Students in Each Unit 
2  BEDROOM/LIVING  ROOM  COMBINATIONS 
EFFICIENCY KITCHEN 
LARGE   BATH 
SPACIOUS CLOSETS 
AMPLE OFF-STREET PARKING 
ELECTRIC HEAT/AIR COND, 
INDIVIDUAL WIRING FOR PHONES 
BICYCLE "GARAGE" 
INDIVIDUAL   STUDY   DESKS 
WALL-TO-WALL   CARPET 
DRAPES 
ATTRACTIVE  PANELING 
WALL  MIRRORS 
WITHIN   WALKING   DISTANCE   TO   CAMPUS, SHOPPING   & 
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 
CONTACT: PATTERSON REALTY 
525  COLLEGE  AVE.      -      PHONE  654-5240 
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Football problems 
If one happens to like unmoving traffic, lack of services, 
and parking problems, the Clemson campus is a pleasant 
place on football weekends. Football fans no doubt feel the 
hassles are worth tolerating as long as they are able to see the 
game. Yet the rights of those students and townspeople who do 
not attend the football games must also be considered. 
It is unfair that students and townspeople should be 
deprived of their parking spaces by the influx of out-of-town 
fans. There is a possible solution, though — have a parking lot 
off-campus and out of the immediate town. Buses could be 
hired to transport fans from the parking areas to the stadium 
for a nominal charge. 
A related problem that would be solved by the above 
solution would be the one-way traffic on Highway 93 and 
Palmetto Boulevard which makes it difficult or impossible to 
enter campus just after the game ends. It is not too much to 
ask that a single lane of the four-lane Highway 93 be kept open 
for incoming traffic. Yet this is not done at present. 
Anyone on campus without transportation can just forget 
about getting anything to eat during football games. Both 
campus canteens are closed. Also, the University should have 
provided a 24-hour automated canteen by now, but it hasn't. 
We hope the University and town will consider the needs of 
people who don't like football as well as those who do. 
Columbus Day 
There has been a big flurry of activity among educators to 
improve textbooks which are used by the children of North 
America. At first, it was respectable to denounce blatantly 
racist references; revisions were made eliminating terms like 
"savages," "murderous redskins" and even allegations that 
Indians are "lazy" or "warlike." 
Still, things were not quite right, and so efforts were made 
to indicate that "positive" side. In addition to mentioning that 
Indians developed corn, efforts were made to show that they 
developed beans and squash and a number of other foods. It 
also became fashionable to allow a "balanced" view — one 
could mention it in the texts that, yes, Indians were massacred 
at Sand Creek by the Cavalry, as well as glorifying the Cavalry 
for its heroism at the Battle of the Little Big Horn. 
But, still things are not right. For centuries now and right 
up to the present day, native people on this land have con- 
ducted a heroic struggle to defend their homes, their people, 
and all things of the Creation against forces of death and 
destruction. The romanticizing of the days of the "pioneers" 
and the "colonists" in texts and the omission of the details of 
the struggle of native people (including the twentieth century) 
is one problem area that must still be attacked. 
Can American youngsters ever lose racist attitudes as 
long as their nation and their school celebrate "Columbus 
Day"? He is European — and he is white. History can only say 
that he set into motion a massive migration of Europeans to 
North America. History can add that he was also a trader in 
Indian slaves. 
Amongst Spanish — speaking peoples, the Mexican ver- 
sion of October 12 is celebrated at El Dia de la Raza, the "Day 
of the Race" — an ironic celebration for a predominantly 
darkskinned people. Perhaps on Columbus Day or the Day of 
the Race, schools could teach their students to memorize two 
noted quotations by Columbus: 
"It appears to me that the people (of the "New World") 
are ingenious and would be good servants." 
"These people are very unskilled in arms. . . with 50 men 
they could all be subjected and made to do all that one 
wishes." 
Within a few decades of 1492, most of the people he was 
speaking of were extinct. 
Really, what did Columbus do that warrants setting aside 
a day of celebration? The continuation of that celebration is a 
racist insult. It is symbolic of a cancerous attitude that must 
be excised. 
—from Akwesasne Notes, 
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Oven column 
McGovern, FDR compared 
An Open Letter to South Carolina 
Voters: 
"Radical" is a term often 
applied to George McGovern and 
his campaign proposals. Ac- 
cording to the news media, many 
South Carolina voters are voicing 
this sentiment on the eve of the 
1972 election. 
But an examination of George 
McGovern's background and 
proposals lends little support to 
any "radical" interpretation. 
McGovern is a Democratic 
Senator from the primarily 
Republician State of South 
Dakota. McGovern won 
reelection in 1968 from an elec- 
torate not unlike South Carolina's 
— that is, many farmers, small 
businessmen, small tradesmen, 
state employees, and 
professional people, most of 
whom live outside large cities. If 
Senator McGovern is a "radical" 
who supported a program not in 
the best interests of South 
Dakota, why did those normally 
Republican voters re-elect him 
in 1968? 
The 1972 election has some 
important similarities with the 
1932 election, when Democratic 
challenger Franklin Roosevelt- 
defeated Republican President 
Herbert Hoover. Hoover stated 
publicly during the campaign 
that if the radical Roosevelt was 
elected, "grass would grow in the 
streets of every city." Instead, 
Americans got an urgently 
needed New Deal, much of 
which still exists today — like 
social security, programs to help 
the farmer, programs to help 
working people, and programs to 
help business recover. Only 
Hoover and the Republicans, who 
feared their personal loss of 
political and economic power, 
believed Roosevelt was radical. 
McGovern's 1972 proposals 
compare favorably with those for 
which Roosevelt spoke out in 1932 
and thereafter. Basically, these 
involve a fundamental 
realignment between domestic 
and foreign policy priorities. 
McGovern is essentially saying 
that America needs now to make 
urgently-needed domestic 
programs our top national 
priority. Roosevelt said this by 
speaking out on every major 
issue except foreign policy in 
1932, and by stressing domestic- 
first until 1939. In the 1930's, the 
depression with its economic and 
social turmoil led Americans to 
demand the domestic-first 
priority. In the 1970's, economic 
stagnation and the futility of an 
ideological and political war are 
again leading Americans to 
demand the domestic-first 
priority. 
If McGovern is a "radical," it 
seems that Roosevelt must have 
been radical, too. Instead, the 
Republican leadership used 
scare tactics and propaganda in 
1932 as they tried desperately to 
defeat the upsurge for domestic- 
first. Do South Carolinians want 
four more years of sensational 
news from the present 
Republican administration about 
foreign policy-making, while that 
same administration allows 
profits, prices, unemployment, 
under-employment, and crime to 
rise, while it holds down wages, 
salaries, and standards of living? 
Consider a domestic-first 
necessity like tax reform. 
McGovern proposed on August 
29, 1972, to phase out federal tax 
"loopholes" like those on capital 
gains and national resource 
depletion allowances; and to 
phase in an effective maximum 
tax rate of 48% on earned and 
unearned income in place of the 
current 72% maximum. He has 
also proposed to relieve local 
property taxes by having the 
federal government assume up to 
one-third of the costs of 
elementary and secondary 
education. In Contrast, the 
Republican administration 
recommended in 1971 tax cuts of 
$27.3 billion over a three-year 
period, as follows: (1) individual 
cuts, $2.2 billion, (2) auto excise 
cuts, $5.0 billion, (3) business 
cuts, $20.1 billion. For 1973, the 
Republican administration has 
promised not to increase taxes; 
but this summer it unofficially 
floated the idea of a "value- 
added" tax — which is essentially 
a federal sales tax. McGovern 
opposes this tax, because it bears 
proportionately hardest on those 
with lower incomes. 
Is the choice for or against a 
"radical" George McGovern? I 
believe the choice is between 
domestic-first and progressive 
reform vs. a Republican ad- 
ministration which is defending 
an obselete status quo by 
deliberately distorting the 
proposals and record of the 
Democratic challenger. 
James E. Sargent 
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When this 25-year-old researcher 
wanted to investigate a possible cancer treatment, 
we gave him the go-ahead. 
We also gave him the right to fail. 
At Kodak, it's not unusual for a 25-year-old like Jim 
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist. Like any 
company involved in a lot of basic research, Kodak has felt 
the pressure of modern technology and the need for young, 
fresh thinking. So we hire the best talent we possibly can,' 
and then give them as much responsibility as they can han- 
dle. Whatever their age. 
We have departments and divisions, like any company. 
What we don't have are preconceived ideas about how an 
expert scientist's time should be spent. So when we received 
a request from the medical community for assistance in ex- 
perimenting with lasers as a possible cancer treatment, we 
turned to 25-year-old Jim Carroll, who is deep in laser tech- 
nology, and gave him the go-ahead. He built two half-billion 
watt laser systems, one of which Kodak has donated to the 
National Institute of Health. 
The lasers proved unsuccessful in treating cancer, but 
we'd make the same decision all over again. We entered laser 
technology because we have a stake in business. We let a 
young researcher help the medical community look for a 
means of cancer treatment because we have a stake in the 
future of mankind. 
To put it another way, we're in business to make a 
profit. But in furthering our own needs, we have often fur- 
thered society's. After all, our business depends on our soci- 
ety. So we care what happens to it. 
RJ Kodak 
More than a business. 
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Death of Rat Season: no eulogies offered 
By BOB THOMPSON 
This weekend marks the 
second anniversary of the death 
of a tradition which had an im- 
measurable effect on the 
University. It was two years ago 
on homecoming weekend that 
Rat Season came to an 
inauspicious close — though its 
death was not official and no one 
was sure it would never return. 
Nobody killed Rat Season; 
rather it was a changing of ideas 
and a redirection of school spirit 
which led to and heralded the end 
of fuzzy-headed men, ribbon- 
bedecked girls, "rat caps," 
initiations, and Rat Season's 
other accoutrements. Most fresh- 
men this year know about Rat 
Season through stories told them 
by older brothers, sisters, and 
friends. But for the sake of out-of- 
state students and others who 
don't know what they are 
missing, here is an account of one 
student who suffered through 
some rat customs and managed 
to escape others. 
The first time I heard of Rat 
Season was in an editorial 
column in an issue of The Tiger 
mailed to incoming freshmen 
during July 1969. The writer 
denounced Rat Season in about as 
strong terms as he dared use in a 
newspaper and urged incoming 
freshmen to let the tradition die a 
quick death. Perhaps this first 
impression left an indelible mark 
on me and caused me to oppose 
Rat Season more than I otherwise 
would have, but I doubt it. The 
philosophy and trappings of the 
custom were intolerable to me. 
Three years ago Rat Season 
was accepted by the freshmen 
with very little dissent. Only 
about five per cent of the male 
freshmen were either in- 
dependent enough, or lacking in 
school spirit as the up- 
perclassmen usually complained, 
that they didn't get the 
traditional "rat cut." This meant 
getting one's hair cut to a six- 
teenth of an inch in length. I was 
one of the independent non- 
participants that year. It was 
difficult for hirsute freshmen 
then, not merely because of the 
social pressure exerted by one's 
peers to "go all the way" ton- 
sorially. Physical coercion, and 
the threat of it, were more 
compelling factors. One time my 
roommate and four or five 
friends who had already gotten 
their rat cuts came into my room 
with a pair of electric hair 
clippers. I didn't wait to find out 
their intentions — a couple fakes, 
a stiff-arm and half a second 
later I was out of the room. 
The first few days of the 
semester were the worst for the 
rats, for they were expected to 
carry the baggage of the up- 
perclassmen and to do other 
menial but physically exerting 
tasks. In the dining hall, rats 
were obliged to carry the trays of 
upperclassmen to the tables and 
then back to the conveyor belts 
after the upperclassmen had 
finished eating. 
Requirements for male and 
female rats were included in a 
"Rat Pact" distributed by 
student government.  Here  are 
The SPOT 
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On the Square 
Anderson 
No, this is not a group of newly inducted, hairless 
Marines.  Believe  it or not,  these  clean-cut guys  were 
Clemson freshmen just three years ago, enthusiastically 
playing "rats" by climbing a greased flagpole. 
some of the rules of the 1969 pact: 
"Clemson freshmen are ex- 
pected to attend all home football 
games. Permission for absences 
may be obtained through Rat 
Masters." 
"Male freshmen shall wear the 
traditional Clemson Rat caps at 
all times during the Rat Season 
when on campus, except when 
inappropriate." The rat cap was 
the customary beanie, in the 
school colors of orange and 
purple. 
"All freshmen shall learn the 
Clemson Alma Mater, all yells 
and songs included in the Rat 
Pact, the purpose and com- 
position of the Central Spirit 
Committee and the Freshman 
Court, and the general contents of 
the Student Body Constitution." 
"All freshmen shall stand when 
the National Anthem, Alma 
Mater, 'Dixie,' or "Tiger Rag' is 
played." 
"All freshmen shall properly 
and respectfully greet all up- 
perclassmen at every ap- 
propriate opportunity." 
"Freshmen shall perform 
those functions that will serve to 
maintain Clemson tradition 
regarding freshmen (i.e., 
carrying luggage, Dan's Duty, 
polishing shoes, cleaning rooms, 
and etc.). "Dan's" is the former 
name for the Tiger Paw 
Restaurant; therefore "Dan's 
Duty" meant getting food for 
upperclassmen. 
Violations of the Rat Pact-were 
judged by the Freshman Court, 
commonly called the Rat Court. 
Punishments included the cutting 
of a "C" in the hair of males, a 
complete cutting of hair for 
males, polishing the cannons on 
Bowman Field, requiring males 
to wear facial decorations 
(though not to class), sweeping 
the main quadrangle, and 
beating a drum on homecoming 
weekend for several hours. 
Danny Hunt, student body 
president in 1969-70, told the 
purpose of Rat Season in a 
foreword to the pact: "I feel that 
Rat Season can make your ex- 
periences at Clemson much more 
meaningful and enjoyable. By 
being a participant you will be 
easily able to identify with your 
peers, i.e. haircuts, and therefore 
make many new friends." 
"Rat Season," he continued, 
"is not concerned directly with 
the educational processes, but I 
challenge you to make it part of 
your education experience by 
learning how to budget your time 
Auto Rally 
The Sports Car Club will hold a 
Poker Rally Sunday, October 23, 
as a part of the weekend's 
homecoming festivities. 
Registration will begin at 1 
p.m. in the Gold Card parking lot, 
and the event itself will get un- 
derway at 1:30 p.m. 
The course will meander 
through the surrounding area or 
Clemson, Pickens and Oconee 
counties. No real driving skill will 
be involved, only the ability to 
follow simple directions. The 
winner will be determined by the 
best poker hand. 
Entrants are requested to bring 
a picnic lunch or munchies. 
in such a manner that will enable 
you to be a good student and a 
good 'Rat' at the same 
time. . . Begin at once to do these 
things — you will be glad you 
did." 
Hunt and other student leaders 
tried various tactics to increase 
participation in Rat Season, 
though at that time they didn't 
really need much. At the fresh- 
man picnic that year, Hunt 
exhorted the new students to 
show their school spirit by getting 
rat cuts and, for the. girls, 
wearing ribbons. Men who 
already had their hair cut were 
given an extra special reward — 
they were allowed to kiss the 
cheerleaders.   Hooting,   ram- 
bunctious freshmen lined up, 
eagerly anticipating something 
special but instead receiving 
perfunctory pecks on the cheek. 
Another sexist scheme to 
promote Rat Season was Miss 
Clemson University, Judy 
Kossler, pleading the cause 
before the audience. 
Despite efforts such as these, 
the next year participation 
declined to 65 or 75 per cent. 
Being a rat was in practice 
becoming voluntary, though in 
1969 it was theoretically so. Then 
last year it became apparent that 
Rat Season was dead, when only 
a half dozen or so freshmen got 
rat cuts. 
No eulogies were offered. 
CURE 
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MON. THRU FRI. - LUNCHEON   SPECIAL 
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET - $1.50 
3 Hot Meat Items — 3 Hoi Vegetables — 10 Salads 
SUNDAY BUFFET $1.95 (Intl. Bev. & Dessert) 
SATURDAY   SPECIAL 
5c DRAFT BEER 
One Pet Guest with purchase of one of our delicious 
PIZZA 
ALL YOU CAN  EAT SPECIALS 
MONDAY — BBQ CHICKEN    —   —    —    —    —. $1.69 
TUESDAY  —  ITALIAN  SPAGHETTI    —    —    — $1.39 
WEDNESDAY  —  FISH  FRY    —    —    —    —    — S1.49 
THURSDAY — FRIED CHICKEN    —    —    —    — $1.69 
FRIDAY — FISH FRY    _______ $1.49 
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NOW documentary traces history 
of  national   feminist movement 
By NANCY JACOBS 
A current cigarette com- 
mercial advises the American 
woman "You've come a long 
way, baby." In all probability, 
the firm responsible for that 
slogan has only a limited idea 
how far women have come in 
their quest for equality — and 
.how far they have yet to go. 
"The Beginnings of a Long and 
Real Revolution," a slide 
documentary shown Monday 
night by the Piedmont chapter 
the National Organization for 
Women, traced the national 
feminist movement from its 
beginning in 1848 to the present. 
Special emphasis was placed on 
the aims, programs, and ac- 
complishments      of      NOW. 
Early advocates of women's 
rights were hindered not only by 
the stagnation of a male- 
dominated society, but by their 
own disunity as well. More 
radical feminists, epitomized by 
Susan B. Anthony, urged women 
to take a stand on many issues: 
abortion, prostitution, birth 
control, revision of marriage 
laws, and the unionization of 
working women. The con- 
servative element, under the 
leadership of Lucy Stone and 
Julia Ward Howe, called for 
concentration on the issue of 
women's suffrage. 
The breach was healed in 1890, 
when the two factions united to 
work solely for the right to vote. 
Although their unification 
resulted in victory for the suf- 
fragettes, it also limited the 
horizons of the movement, 
trapping the feminists in a one- 
issue campaign. 
It was not long, however, 
before women realized that the 
vote was not the panacea they 
had been promised. Something 
more would be needed to elevate 
them from their status as 
"second class citizens". 
In 1923, the National Woman's 
Party called for the Equal Rights 
Amendment to the Constitution, 
to insure the equality of both men 
and women under the law. On 
March 22,1972 — 49 years later — 
the same Equal Rights Amend- 
ment was passed by the 
Congress. It is now in the process 
of ratification by the states. 
With the 1930's came economic 
depression and an increased bias 
against the working woman. The 
suggestion was made that 
working women should be fired 
and their positions filled by those 
men who had lost their jobs. 
Because of the sex-stereotyping of 
men's and women's work, such a 
plan was not feasible although it 
was seriously explored. 
In the 1940's, the world went to 
war. As men entered the military 
ranks, women took their place in 
the fields and factories. "Rosie 
the Riveter" became a national 
heroine, and no one seemed to 
worry about "protective 
legislation" for the working 
woman. 
Interesting to note is the fact 
that government-sponsored child 
care centers, which President 
Nixon recently denounced as a 
"radical" step which would 
encourage "a communal ap- 
proach to child rearing," were 
provided during the second World 
War. 
With the war's end, feminism 
went into virtual hibernation. It 
was not until the 1960's that the 
movement was revived in what 
has been termed "the second war 
for feminine independence." 
The   1960's   witnessed   the 
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emergence of an era of com- 
mitment and of activism. Men 
and women generally awoke from 
the lethargy of the 1950's to work 
for the betterment of their 
society. Yet, even within the civil 
rights movements, women found 
themselves excluded from 
decision-making positions and 
relegated to the clerical and 
domestic work. The time had 
come, it was decided, for a civil 
rights organization for women. 
NOW was founded by women 
and men who belive that full 
equality for women is "part of the 
world-wide revolution of human 
rights." According to the 
organization's statement of 
purpose: "NOW is dedicated to 
the proposition that women, first 
and foremost, are human beings 
who, like all other people in our 
society, must have the chance to 
develop their fullest potential." 
NOW members hold that the 
feminist movement can liberate 
both men and women from the 
inequities of the present system. 
As Toni Carabillo, national NOW 
vice president, explained: "We 
are insisting that there are no 
masculine and no feminine 
virtues — there are only human 
virtues. 
"What we hope to establish — 
world-wide '- is a Human 
Mystique in which the com- 
passionate virtues prevail, for 
the sake of humanity's survival." 
Traffic rules 
given again 
The Traffic Office has 
requested that students be made 
aware again of the following 
regulations: 
Pedestrians in marked cross- 
walks have the right of way over 
vehicles. 
No vehicles are allowed to park 
on Williamson Road or on any 
other roads surrounding the 
stadium after 7 p.m. of the 
evening prior to a home varsity 
football game. 
Since parking spaces are ex- 
tremely limited in the Sikes Hall 
area, students are urged to walk 
to this building to transact their 
business. 
Students are reminded that 
thirty minute parking is 
authorized on the new road north 
of Donaldson and Wannamaker 
Halls only when the loading signs 
are in place or by special per- 
mission from the campus police. 
S D. Vs IT A/A M     CineS      - 
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LOPEZ'S CARTOON (See Letters) 
i 
(Continued from page 2) 
an uncompromising willingness 
for self-sacrifice, I must believe 
they would make the same 
choice. You people are so smug in 
your opposition to a war everyone 
agrees is stupid. How about a 
little help in getting our people 
out instead of throwing rocks at 
them? The men flying the 52's 
risk getting killed or captured, 
not because they like it but 
because it is the only reasonable 
alternative open to them. I fought 
the draft in every manner 
possible. When I lost, there were 
three choices: Leave the U. S. 
(maybe permanently), prison, or 
the military. Take a serious poll 
of your people. How many don't 
pick the last choice? 
From the way your cartoon 
was presented, you have branded 
everyone who has served in any 
capacity as a war criminal. All 
war is criminal, friend, but not in 
the way you indicate. Most people 
I knew hated only one thing more 
than the military and that hap- 
pened to be the self-righteous 
liberals who made it hard for us 
to reason with those equally 
righteous   thirty-year   colonels. 
Finally, if you're so worried 
about faceless people who bomb 
targets, how about faceless 
cartoonists? I looked very 
carefully for a signature; there 
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cartoon, maybe. 
In this case, just once, why 
didn't the editor consider con- 
tent? Sure the cartoon looks 
satirical at first glance but it 
blasts those Americans most 
victimized by this war. Dear 
Tiger Editorial Staff. . . wish you 
were there! 
C.E.Thompson 
Veteran for Peace 
The cartoon is by Wright, 
whose signature is perpetually 
unintelligible. However, we feel 
that the content of the cartoon is 
more significant than its creator. 
We have done anything and 
everything to get the troops with- 
drawn; if you have any further 
suggestions, let us know. Also, 
when faced with the alternatives 
to the draft that you mentioned, 
we favor five years in prison here 
rather than four years in the 
armed services as murderous 
accomplices in an unnecessary 
and immoral war. If the "grunt" 
types sincerely opposed the war, 
they should have chosen that 
alternative. — The editors 
Neil Young 
on Sunday? 
By EARL GATLIN 
A false rumor has been cir- 
culated recently accusing 
Clemson's head basketball 
coach, Tates Locke, of preven- 
ting a Neil Young concert at 
Ciemson next semester. Not so, 
according to Doug Hambrecht, 
president of the Central Dance 
Association. 
The substance of the rumcr is 
that a Neil Young concert was 
scheduled for Friday, January 
19, but Tates Locke refused to 
allow the CDA to rent Littlejohn 
Coliseum because his players 
needed to practice for a game 
with N. C. State on Saturday, the 
20th. Furthermore, the CDA 
offered to postpone to 9 or 10 
o'clock, but Locke refused to talk 
further on the subject. 
"That isn't the case at all," 
said Doug Hambrecht. "Tates 
Locke is not to blame; the N.C. 
State players have to practice in 
the Coliseum also. Besides, we 
never proposed to delay the 
concert to 9 or 10 because we 
have to be out of there (Lit- 
tlejohn) by 12 anyway." 
Hambrecht concluded, "We're 
trying to get the show for Sunday, 
but that's up to Neil Young." 
UNWANTED  HAIR 
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Jonathan Edwards: a better second 
Honky-Tonk Stardust Cowboy  (Atco SD 
7015) 
Jonathan Edwards 
By TOM PRIDDY 
"When you make your first album," 
Johnathan Edwards said after a concert 
one night last spring, "you put everything 
you're ever written on it. When you make 
your second album you only get to put on it 
all the songs you've written since your first 
album, which was your last album." 
Edwards has just released his second 
album, Honky-Tonk Stardust Cowboy , and 
judging from the sound of it he's had a 
pretty good time living his life since the 
time he recorded his first. The songs are 
livelier, happier, more fun-loving, and, if 
you can believe it, even better than the 
ones that preceeded it. 
To take a specific example of his style, 
"Stop And Start It All Again," the first cut 
on the album, is a good place to begin. As 
the title hints, it's Edwards' version of Ray 
Davies' "Here Comes Yet Another Day," 
without the satire or comedy of the former 
version, but full of its pathos and flavor. 
Where Davies parodies the boredom of 
everyday life Edwards seems resigned to 
the situation and sees more humor in it 
than satire. 
Speaking of humor, a Jonathan Edwards 
album would simply not be representative 
of the man if it somehow did not make you 
smile. The decades-old "Paper Doll," a 
show-stopper in concert, is the only piece 
to be recorded live on this album, and the 
song obviously couldn't have come off any 
other way. It's completely irrelevant and 
pure entertainment. 
Another popular song from Edwards' 
recent concerts, but recorded here in the 
studio, is the title song, "Honky-Tonk 
Stardust Cowboy," which Edwards did not 
write, but which he says he fell in love with 
after hearing it on a Boston country music 
station. The song is about a self-styled 
country-western singer who fashions 
himself into a parody of what he originally 
wanted to be. Edwards considers his rise 
to fame in a similar light. 
Another rather autobiographical song, 
"Dues Days Bar," is an even more 
humorous self- parody about being sold 
over the counter for $4.98. Included in the 
structure are a number of almost self- 
mocking, corny rhyme schemes. The man 
likes to poke fun at himself, and sees his 
own life as the most harmless thing to 
laugh at. 
"Ballad of Upsy Daisy" is another one of 
those humorous songs Edwards has been 
playing so often in concert. As Edwards 
describes it, the song was written for him 
by a member of Sugar Creek, Edwards' 
former band, and it details the personal 
adventures of the writer running naked 
through the woods, encountering an 
electric fence, and finally getting caught 
by the cops. 
Edwards has a serious side, too, and it's 
probably his best side. Much of his first 
album was in a serious vein and here he's 
honed down the best of those aspects into 
several excellent pensive songs. 
"That's What Our Life Is" seems to be 
the culmination of Edwards' work so far. 
It's a lot like Paul Simon's "America," 
though not as full in scope or thought. 
Edwards is very much at home toying with 
one idea in each of his songs, and this one, 
while following that same structure, 
synthesizes many of his attitudes. 
On the whole Honky-Tonk Stardust 
Cowboy is a lot funnier and much more 
comfortable than his last effort. It scans 
perfectly the Jonathan Edwards you see in 
concert, and that recorded personality is 
what makes the album so nice. 
Not a major songwriter, perhaps, but a 
marvelous entertainer. 
Briefly: Harry Chapin is really an 
excellent storyteller. Ask anyone. Ask 
Harry. I'm sure he knows it better than 
anyone else. That's his trouble. 
On Sniper and Other Love Songs 
(Elektra EKS-75042) Chapin tells (sings) 
some very enthralling stories, but just as 
you can only read an individual Art Buch- 
wald column so many times and still 
manage a laugh, there seems to be a limit 
to Chapin's entertainment. 
The album jacket is one of the most 
clever packages to surround a piece of 
vinyl, but Chapin thinks what's inside is 
just as equally and consistently clever, 
and it isn't. The cover is a parody of a New 
York Magazine cover, complete with 
studio photography, blurbs from inside the 
magazine, and Chaipn's name in New 
York script. 
On the inside of the jacket, too, is 
another stroke of genius, with all the lyrics 
written in prose and styled after New York 
Magazine's weekly "Best Bets" section in 
which highlights of the week are outlined 
in black boxes. 
The title song, "Sniper," is undoubtedly 
Chapin's greatest song. The story is a 
masterful psychological analysis of a 
mass murderer. The music is almost as 
good as the story, and thus is decidedly un- 
Chapinesque. 
And actually, Sniper and Other Love 
Songs as a whole is better than Chapin's 
first album, but only because the stories 
are better. The sound of each piece and the 
longevity of the whole still leave 
something to be desired. *** 
It's hard to say enough nice things about 
Pure Praire League. Their first album was 
a minor country-rock beauty, and their 
second album, 15 us tin' Out (RCA LSP- 
4769) is at least a country mile better. 
RCA Records, however, has not seen fit 
to promote the group as they should, and 
thus it's a safe bet you've still never heard 
of them. It's a shame, too, because if you 
care at all for Buffalo Springfield or 
Jackson Browne (whom lead singer Craig 
Fuller sounds like) then you'll undoubtedly 
like Bustin' Out. 
The entire album is low-key, un- 
pretentious,  beautiful  music.  Pray  for 
another Terry Knight to give these guys 
some promotion. *** 
Now that Delaney and Bonnie Bramlett 
have moved on to a new record company, 
Atco has released a single album called 
The Best Of Delaney and Bonnie (Atco SD 
7014). It has about what you'd expect on it 
("Never Ending Song Of Love" and "Only 
You Know And I Know") and includes a 
couple of surprises from their first album 
on Electra, which was never widely cir- 
culated. *** 
If you listen to Bonnie Raitt's new 
album, Give It Up (Warner Bros. BS 2643) 
don't make the mistake of listening to the 
first side first. That's where she makes all 
of her mistakes. 
Side two, however, is brilliant. 
Recording at Bearsville Studios, which 
just happens to be very close to Wood- 
stock, N.Y., Bonnie used a number of 
musicians who have at one time or another 
played for Van Morrison. The musicians 
play equally beautifully on both sides to 
give the album a very pleasent and full 
sound, but it's Bonnie who messes up side 
one. 
She has a song, "You've Got To Know 
How," on side two, that uses a Dixieland 
band, and it sounds perfect. Another song 
on side one uses the same band and the 
same style, but Bonnie makes the vocal 
sound too much like an imitation, and a 
poor honky-tonk one at that. 
Also on side one are two oldies, "I 
Know" and "If You Gotta Make A Fool Of 
Somebody," which are very out of place 
and very unfortunate. 
Try to forget that side and listen to the 
last. It's worth the album alone. At her 
best Bonnie sounds like a very gutsy 
Carole King with a terrific backup band. 
Jackson Browne's "Under The Falling 
Sky" is a well-interpreted piece that would 
easily make a hit single. "Love Has No 
Pride" is a virtual solo for Bonnie and her 
guitar and piano, and "Stayed Too Long At 
The Fair" is a perfect mood piece. 
Give It Up shows a lot of work since her 
first album, and while she has a way to go 
to produce a totally beautiful album, she 
has one side that's already made it. 
From 1957 to 1972, Tigerama is a highlight of Homecoming 
By BETSY LEE 
Sixteen years ago, the Clemson 
chapter of Blue Key honor 
fraternity decided to hold an 
event patterned after the 
University of Florida's "Gator 
Growl". 
That event, known as 
Tigerama, is presented each year 
on the Friday before 
Homecoming. This year the 
program will be held October 20, 
beginning at 6:30 p.m. 
Only 6,000 people attended that 
first Tigerama, which in some 
ways was very similar to the one 
being held today. For instance, 
the event has always been held in 
Death Valley. A fireworks 
display was the climax of the first 
Tigerama in 1957, and has 
remained the "grand finale" of 
each presentation. 
From 1957 to 1972, many small 
changes have taken place in the 
general structure of Tigerama. 
The price of admission has in- 
creased from 49* to 99* since last 
year, and the entertainment has 
been revised. 
The first Tigerama was more 
like a carnival — with a fire eater 
and juggling act — than a student 
production. Today, the en- 
tertainment consists of skits 
presented by different campus 
organizations, and prizes are 
given for the best skits. The 
crowning of Miss Homecoming — 
rather than Miss Clemson 
University as was done in the 
past — also takes place. 
Tigerama was primarily 
created for the students \ en- 
joyment. During the past sixteen 
years, it has become a com- 
mercialized presentation that 
often involves a great deal of     ferent        individuals        and 





Think so? We hear a lot about 
lakes dying. Entropy they call 
it. When pollution reaches a 
certain level, it can't be 
reversed. That's what bribes 
do. Contribute to moral pollu- 
tion. Trust turns to sewage in 
the community of man. You 
know what to do about it. 
RIAL     Q 
RELIGION IN 
AMERICAN  LIFE 
CHAMPION   TERMPAPERS 
636 Beacon St.  ( = 605) 
Boston, Mass. 022IS 
617-536-9700 
Hosearcli material for Termpa- 
pers. Reports. Theses, etc. LOW- 
EST PRICES. QUICK SERVICE 
Tor   iniorm.iiiOM.   please   write   or 
TheTR6 couldn't have been 
made anywhere but England. 
In England, road racing is a national passion. And out 
of this love for cars comes the Triumph TR6. With its taut 
low-built body, rugged independent suspension, high torque 
6-cylinder engine and square-jawed no-nonsense looks. 
It's the kind of sportscar they don't make anymore. 
Anywhere but in England. 
The Classically British Triumph TR6 
International Cars Limited 
712 S. Main St.      -      Anderson, S. C. 
BICYCLES 
3, 5, and 10 Speed 
Sales and Service 
Oconee Cycle Shop 
North First Street 
Seneca, S. C. 
We also have Motorcycle 
Parts, Sales & Service 
WHAT DO PEOPLE KEEP COMING 
BACK TO D. Q. FOR? 
MORE HOT DOGS 




at S.C. 93 Overpass 
on U.S.  123 
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Slepe displays anquish on punt return 
as Duke tacklers approach 
From Duke to Virginia... 
By CHRIS HINDMAN 
The homecoming game last 
yeardetermined Clemson's 
chances to win the Atlantic Coast 
Conference football title; the 
homecoming game this year, 
with Virginia, will determine 
Clemson's chances for a winning 
season. 
Last year the Tigers met Wake 
Forest in the first of a crucial 
four-game ACC agenda, needing 
a win to remain in contention for 
the ACC championship. The 
Tigers won, 10-9, and eventually 
concluded the season second in 
the conference behind North 
Carolina. But, if the Tigers had 
lost to Wake Forest, they would 
never have been in contention. 
The Tigers will enter Satur- 
day's game with a miserable 1-4 
record, and Virginia enters the 
game with a 3-3 record. It is 
imperative that Clemson win to 
retain the negligible chance it has 
for a winning record, and it is 
imperative that Virginia win for 
the same reason. 
Clemson last enjoyed a winning 
season four years ago, and 
Virginia's last winning season 
occured three years ago. So, for 
both teams, the game will be the 
difference between possible 
success and inevitable disaster. 
But, for Clemson, a win will 
have further ramifications. First, 
it would provide individual 
consolation for the players, and, 
second, it would be consolatory 
for the fans, who have endured 
one of the most disappointing 
season's in Clemson history. 
At his weekly press conference 
Tuesday, Hootie Ingram 
discussed the season from the 
standpoint of its affect on the 
players. "I think our team is 
disappointed that we're 1-4, and I 
think they have received the 
natural fan reaction; and this, I 
think, hurts our younger players. 
You can imagine what it's like for 
people to be saying to them, why 
don't you do this and why don't 
you do that." 
Then he elaborated on the 
offensive adversity the Tigers 
have faced. "The first reaction of 
people (in regards to Clemson's 
offensive performances) is that 
we should start doing something 
new or radically different. But we 
think our attack is as flexible as it 
can be, and some of the stuff we 
are running is the same run by 
teams that are winning big. I 
think we're gaining a little more 
poise and confidence offensively, 
and I think we're on the right 
track," he said. 
Concerning Virginia, and the 
caliber team the Tigers will be 
confronting, Ingram said that the 
Cavaliers are very talented and 
that they are probably the 
quickest team Clemson has yet 
faced, excluding Oklahoma, of 
course. 
"Virginia is very talented," 
Ingram said, "and the team has 
some very good athletes. Dave 
Sullivan is one of the better 
receivers I've seen in this area, 
and Kent Merritt is a very ex-- 
plosive runner. Because he's got 
such great speed, everyone 
thinks of him as an outside 
runner exclusively; but he's 
impressed me as being a good 
inside runner, too. Harrison 
Davis is a great athlete, and he 
may play flanker or some other 
position besides quarterback if he 
is 100 per cent well." 
Merritt, as of now, is second in 
the ACC in rushing with 378 yards 
in 88 carries, and he has 
averaged 75.6 yards rushing a 
game. Sullivan is the con- 
ference's leading receiver with 34 
receptions for 456 yards and four 
touchdowns. Davis is third in 
passing with 41 completions in 115 
attempts for 521 yards. 
Davis, however, has been 
hampered by a thumb injury, and 
if he is unable to start at quar- 
terback, his replacement will be 
freshman Scott Gardner of 
Sarasota, Fla., or junior George 
Allen, fourth in the ACC in 
passing with 35 completions in 72 
attempts for 398 yards. 
The only common opponent 
Clemson and Virginia have faced 
is Duke, and the Tigers fared 
much better against the Blue 
Devils than did the Cavaliers. 
Duke beat Clemson, 7-0, but 
defeated Virginia, 37-13. 
Offensively, Clemson will 
receive more help from tailback 
Jay Washington this week. 
Washington, who has rushed for 
217 yards in 45 carries, played 
sparingly last week against Duke 
as a result of a foot injury 
sustained in practice three days 
prior to the game. 
Tailback Smiley Sanders and 
fullback Wade Hughes, ranked 
seventh and ninth in the ACC in 
rushing, respectively, will also be 
at full strength. Sanders has 
rushed for 225 yards on 49 carries 
this year, while Hughes has 
compiled 252 yards in 66 at- 
tempts. 
This will be the 14th meeting 
between the two schools, with 
Clemson holding a 13-0 lead in the 
series. The Tigers won last year's 
encounter, 32-15. 
Fake field goal attempt backfires 
Pengitore runs behind Washington. 




The sports staff again had a good week in its predictions, as six teams that had received unanimity won their 
respective games — South Carolina over Appalachian State, Alabama over Florida, N. C. State over Wake Forest, 
Oklahoma over Texas, UNC over Kentucky, and Virginia over VMI. Fielding Mellish managed to pick an upset for 
the second consecutive week, choosing Duke over Clemson. All other staff members had selected Clemson. In- 
dividually, Dan Bowen, Kerry Capps, Jim Halbleib, and Mellish were all successful on eight of 10 predictions, and 











Georgia Tech - Auburn 
Miami, Ohio - USC 
Florida - Mississippi 
N. C State • East Carolina 
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Jayvee tight end Bennie Cunningham races toward the end 
after taking a pass from quarterback Lawson Holland during the 
third quarter of Clemson's 23-0 victory over The Citadel Monday 
afternoon. However, Cunningham fumbled in the end zone, and the 
scoring attempt therefore faltered, (photo by Bowen) 
Soccer team moves 
to third in South 
By KERRY CAPPS 
The undefeated Clemson 
soccer team gained its first 
Atlantic Coast Conference win of 
the season here Sunday, blanking 
N. C. State, 3-0. As a result of the 
win, the Tigers, now 6-0-1, ad- 
vanced to third in the South, the 
highest ranking ever attained by 
a Tiger soccer team. 
The Tigers are ranked behind 
Howard University, number one 
both in the South and nationally, 
and West Virginia in the regional 
standings. 
This was Clemson's first ACC 
shutout ever, but its fourth on the 
season, equalling the season 
record established in 1968. The 
Tiger defense, the best in 
Clemson's six years of soccer, 
has allowed only three goals all 
season. 
In addition to its outstanding 
defensive effort, Clemson 
mounted an awesome offensive 
attack, attempting 38 goals to N. 
C. State's six. The Tigers con- 
trolled the ball from the start and 
repeatedly threatened to score 
during the first half. Several shots 
barely missed their mark, and 
one Tiger goal was nullified by an 
offsides penalty. 
The Tigers continued to 
dominate the game in the second 
half, and with only four minutes 
elapsed, Henry Abadi put the 
Tigers on the scoreboard on a 
pass from Italo Yannuzzelli. 
Rifle team tops 
North Georgia 
The University rifle team 
defeated North Georgia College, 
1300 to 1193, this past weekend, 
for its third consecutive win of 
the season against no defeats. 
Guy Olsen and Harrison Snow, 
both with scores of 266, earned 
the top individual honors. Ed 
Hicks and Rick Cathcart were 
close behind with scores of 264 
and 262, respectively. 
Jim Leach, Buck Shilley, and 
Mike Griggs, all competing in 
their first varsity match, looked 
very strong and' displayed the 
potential and depth needed for 




Soccer coach I. M. Ibrahim has 
announced a contest for the 
design of a new home uniform for 
the 1973 soccer team. 
Original designs are to be 
submitted in color for a full home 
uniform, including long sleeve 
shirts, shorts, and stockings. 
Entries must be received by 
November 1, 1972, to be eligible, 
and a prize of $25 will be awarded 
for the winning design. 
All entries should be mailed to 
Ibrahim, P. O. Box 31, Clemson. 
Minutes later, freshman for- 
ward Mark Elliott, starting his 
first game of the season, scored 
the second Clemson goal on a left- 
footed shot into the upper right 
hand corner of the goal. 
The Tigers gained their final 
score with only four minutes 
remaining in the game, as Clyde 
Browne scored his first goal of 
the season. 
Browne, a native of Guyana 
playing in only his second full 
game of the year, was one of the 
deciding factors in the Tiger win. 
The freshman fullback demon- 
strated to approximately 1,000 
fans why he was the youngest 
player ever selected to play on 
his country's national team with 
his brilliant ball handling and 
defensive manuevers. 
Besides Abadi, the Tigers have 
seven other players who have 
scored at least one goal on the 
season. Abadi has scored 10 
goals, and Yannuzzelli is second 
with six. Nabeel Kammoun and 
Jon Babashak have four each. 
Concerning Sunday's win over 
the Wolf pack, a jubilant coach 
I.M. Ibrahim said: "We simply 
did a tremendous job, both of- 
fensively and defensively. We 
didn't lose our cool, even though 
we were unable to capitalize on a 
number of scoring opportunities 
in the first half. Overall, we 
dominated N. C. State as much as 
we have any team all season." 
The Tigers now have three 
games scheduled for the up- 
coming week. Friday at 3:00 p.m. 
they open the 1972 homecoming 
activities by entertaining North 
Carolina in a crucial ACC en- 
counter. 
After that, the Tigers have two 
non-conference games, the first 
against Western Carolina here 
Monday at 3:00 p.m. and the 
second against Furman on 
Wednesday at 3:00 p.m. at 
Greenville, S. C. 
The North Carolina game is 
probably the most demanding 
game yet for the Tigers. UNC is 5- 
1 and presently tied for 10th in the 
South. Clemson has yet to defeat 
UNC in five previous meetings. 
Jayvee football team wins 
second game of season, 23-0 
The Clemson jayvees ran their 
season record to 2-1 Monday 
afternoon with a 23-0 victory over 
The Citadel. 
After a scoreless first half, the 
Cubs took a 7-0 lead with 2:35 
remaining in the third quarter on 
a 24-yard pass from quarterback 
Lawson Holland to flanker Ricky 
Bustle. The score occurred on the 
first play from scrimmage 
following a fumble recovery by 
Clemson linebacker Bill Loden. 
Mark Freeburg kicked the extra 
point. 
The Cubs then sustained a 
drive in the fourth quarter, 
taking the ball 35 yards. Holland 
scored on an eight-yard run with 
8:53 remaining to give the Cubs a 
14-0 advantage. Freeburg again 
kicked the extra point. 
After a Darius Holtzclaw punt 
# 
rolled dead at the Bullpup six, 
defensive tackle George Hyams 
tackled quarterback Rodney 
Lanning in the end zone, giving 
the Cubs a 16-0 lead with 3:20 left 
to play. 
The Citadel mounted a drive in 
the last two minutes, but an in- 
terception by Mike Atter gave the 
Cubs possession at the Bullpup 48 
with time running out. 
Tony Rouse, one of three 
quarterbacks to see action for the 
Cubs, followed with a 46-yard 
pass to split end Craig Brantley, 
who was tackled at the Bullpup 
two with only 34 seconds 
remaining. 
Tailback Cliff Poston went off 
tackle on the next play and 
fumbled, but tackle Don Moore 
recovered the errant ball in the 
Henry Abadi displays some fine head-passing during Clem- 
son's 3-0 soccer win over N. C. State Sunday afternoon. Abadi, a 
prime candidate for post-season recognition, leads Clemson and 
the ACC with 10 goals, (photo by Bowen) 
Intramural softball 
end zone for a touchdown. 
Freeburg's third consecutive 
extra point made the score 23-0 
with 25 seconds to play. 
The Cubs had one scoring 
opportunity thwarted in the 
initial period on a missed field 
goal attempt of 39 yards by 
Freeburg, whereas the Bullpups' 
Doug McLeod was short on a 48- 
yard attempt on the Citadel's 
first possession of the game. 
Cub defensive back Joe Wixon 
stopped a second Citadel threat 
midway through the second 
quarter when he intercepted a 
Lanning pass at the Cub six. The 
Bullpups had started the drive at 
the Cub 19 with 9:57 to play in the 
quarter following a fumble 
recovery. 
The Cubs had a drive ab- 
breviated in the first minute of 
the fourth quarter on a fine 
defensive stand by the Bullpups. 
Cub linebacker Jim Quaerna 
blocked a Citadel punt and 
carried it to the Bullpup two, but 
the Cubs were unable to score in 
four plays, the last a fourth and 
one situation. 
Individually, tailback Lynn 
Carson had 86 yards on 16 
carries, and O'Neal Tyler had 67 
yards on 20 attempts for Clem- 
son, while Andy Johnson had 50 
yards on 11 carries for The 
Citadel. 
Holland had 130 yards passing 
on nine completions in 19 at- 
tempts for the Cubs, and Lanning 
had 35 yards on four completions 
in 18 attempts for the Bullpups. 
Bennie Cunningham, Brantley, 
and Jerry Davis each had three 
receptions for the Cubs. 
Clemson amassed 379 yards 
offensively —189 rushing and 190 
passing, while The Citadel 
compiled a total of 157. The Cubs 
had 18 first downs as opposed to 
nine for the Bullpups. 
The Cubs resume their action 
Monday night in Columbia 
against the South Carolina 
jayvees. The Biddies, now 3-0-1, 
won last year's encounter, 41-14. 
After six weeks of play in in- 
tramural softball, the finals have 
begun, and they should be con- 
cluded next week. 
In the men's division, Air Force 
upset last year's champions, the 
Math Department, in the quarter 
finals by a score of 4-2, and then 
defeated the ATO Deacs in the 
semifinals, 9-6. 
Math Department atoned for 
its loss to Air Force and defeated 
the Clemson Scene in the 
semifinals, 15-14. 
Air Force and the Math 
Department will now meet to 
determine the intramural 
championship. Should Air Force 
win their next meeting, the 
championship will be decided. If 
Math Department wins, a second 
game will be required. 
In the Interfraternity Council 
tournament, ATO took the 
championship in League I and 
Sigma Nu in League II. The two 
teams will have a best two- 
out-of-three contest to determine 
the IFC championship. Sigma 
Phi Epsilon and Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon will meet to determine 
third and fourth in the IFC. 
Girls' softball finals are 
scheduled October 23, with the 
Lady Bugs of League I meeting 
the Chickies of League II. The 
Lady Bugs defeated the 
previously unbeaten Crazy Legs, 
14-2, to win League I, and the 
Chickies finished ahead of the 
Benet Bombers. 
WE SELL ALL MAJOR 
MAKES AND MODELS 
OF STEREOS, TV's, 
HI-FI's AND 
TAPE   PLAYERS 
•   Service That Satisfies 
S. C. 93 Clemson 
HAPPY   BIRTHDAY 
LINDA 
 OCTOBER  22  
MOTORCYCLE, AUTO, RENTER'S, LIFE, AND 
ALL  OTHER  FORMS   OF  INSURANCE 
YOUR Independent 1 
. Insurance IAGENTJ 
See a Pro    / 
MELVIN TAYLOR     Vs"" 
CLEMSON INSURANCE AGENCY 
106 N. CLEMSON AVE. — BEHIND CAPRI'S 
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Also 
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PLUS  EXCLUSIVE 
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Quarter   back   Ken   Pengitore   enlivens   Clemson's 
sputtering offense with a screen pass to flanker Denis 
Goss (nearly excluded from photo) in Saturday's 7-0 loss 
to Duke. (Photo by Bruening) 
Buy A SPIRIT HAT 
for Homecoming 
ORANGE and PURPLE SKINNERS 
For Sale on the LOGGIA 
and DINING HALLS 
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 
(Before the Game) 
LARGE $ Sold by 
Department of Services 
HELP PROMOTE SCHOOL SPIRIT 
